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Abstract

The high coercive force of liquid-phase sintered SmCo5 a11oys

is associated with grain boundary inhomogeneities. In the demagnetized

initial state, on cooling from the Curie temperature, a uniaxial

material such as SmCou will contain several l80o domain walls. Upon

application of a forward field, neighbouring l80o watls witl approach

each other and, depending on their relative sense of spin rotation, will
either be annihilated or form a tightly wound 3600 wall. In the

presence of an inhomogeneous region with a lower wall energy than the

matrix, the 3600 wall may be pinned, forming a nucìeation centre which

requires a large reverse field to unpin it and regenerate the two

ori gi nal l80o wal 'ls 
.

The interaction between a 3600 wall and a localized planar

inhomogeneity is treated micromagnetically to develop a model which

minimizes the activation energy.

Measurements of magnetization and Barkhausen effect confirm that

in sintered smco5, domain walls are pinned at highly localized sites

which coincide with grain boundaries. The model is therefore applied to

this materiaì, assuming a p'lanar SmrCorz inhomogeneity. Calculations

are performed for inhomogeneity thìcknesses up to 125Å at temperatures

varyìng from 4.2K to 500K. Coercive fields that agree close'ly with

experimental determinations are obtained. A critical inhomogeneity
o

thickness (l7A at 77K) below which the coercivity disappears is deter-

mined at each temperature. Above this thickness, coercivity rises

ìl
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steeply until it reaches a plateau. It is observed that more than

one pair of walls can exist within the grain.

The interaction between an inhomogeneity and a domain wall

may be described by a parabolic force, which gives a two-thirds

povrer relationship between activation energy and field. A similar

power relationship is exhibited by the activation energy calculated

from the micromagnetic model.

The possibility that the continuously pinned wall's escape

may be facilitated by thermal activation is considered. It is

suggested that the wall bows out, forming a thermally activated

'blister', before breaking away at a smaller field than might other-

wise be expected. The activation energy lfield parameter, tRFl , is
or¡ 

T
determined by combÍning the micromagnetic and parabo'lic force theories.

Measurements of magnetic after-effect made at temperatures

from 4.2K to room temperature, over a range of effective fields to

20k0e, reveal the presence of a range of activation energies within

the material. (+F) is obtained at each field and is seen to extra-
dH' 

T
po'late towards the theoretical value at the predicted coercive field.

It is further observed that even though the viscosity coefficient is

dependent on specimen history, tRSl depends only on the effective
orr.T

field present.

The presence of non-stoichiometric phases which have different

crystalline anisotropies is consistent with the observed relationship

between H.r, and f$å)r.

,i
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l.l Domains and Domain Walls

Ferromagnets are defined as those mater:ials in which atomic

dipole moments are aligned parallel to one another. Such materials 
,i,,,,,i.,,

can therefore exhibit a magnetic moment even in the absence of a fietd.

Despite this property of spontaneous magnetization, a ferromagnet

whÍch has not. been exposed to a magnetic field will not exhibit a | ., .,.,.

magnetic moment. Upon the application of even a small field however , 
i"t'."';...'i'

,.. ..;,t..,

a 'large moment may be seen. ,,.'..i."'i,',

To explain these phenomena, l^leiss (1907) postuìated the existence

of small spontaneously magnetized regions, which he called 'domains',

within the material. These domains would have individual magnetic

moments, but could be aligned in such a manner as to give a nuìl l

resultant moment over the whole material. When a field was applied, they 
t', 

"

wouldreaìignthemse]VeS'givinganeWresultantmoment.Suchamulti

domain configuration has, in general, a lower magnetostatic energy than

a singìe region of uniform magnetization over the entire material . (l,'Jhen 
1:1:,-.,,,r,:

the material is sufficiently small however, the single domain configur- i::::'::ì:'':::

ation is the prefeffed one.) 
¡,,i',';',',',,...:;:',,",,

The region between adjacent domains is one in which atomic moments

are in the process of changing direction, as shown in figure l.l-.|. This

boundary layer is known as a 'domain wall'. Realignment of doinains is 
,,..,..,,,.,

thereforecharacterizedbymovementofdomainwalls.
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1.2 Magnetic Hardening

1 .2.1 I ntroducti on

When"a material has been magnetized to saturation, it can be

demagnetized by applying a field in the direction opposite to that of

the moment. The required field is known as the 'coercive fi,eld'.
A ìarge coercive field is a characteristic of'hard'magnetic materials.

l,lhile the boundary between hard and soft materials is not precisely

defined, a coercive field of 50 0e is generally regarded as being

indicative of magnetic hardness. Pìainly, the harder the material, the

more desirable it is as a permanent magnet.

If a material is magnetica'lty hard, it is difficult to change its
domain configuration or to move its domain walls fróm their static
positions. Magnetic hardening must therefore be characterized by a

mechanism which keeps the watl 'pinned'or'trapped'until the coercive

field is appìied. Many theories of magnetic hardening have been suggested

and the following is a brief description of some of them.

'a:,ìr:.: 1 .2.2 Reversal of Single DomaiI Particles

Stoner and Wohlfarth (1948) have studied the difficulty of revers-

ing singìe domain particles if they have inÍtÍally been magnetized in the

easy direction of the material. Here the change in anisotropy energy has

to be overcome by the energy contributed by the magnetic field and when

this energy is attained at the coercive field the magnetization will fìip
around.
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1 .2.3 Non-Femomagneti c Incl usÍons

The effect on coercivity of non-ferromagnetic inclusions within

a ferromagnetic matrix was examined by Kersten (.1943) in his study of

copper and carbon inhomog"'dlties in iron. He looked at the effect on

the energy of the domain wall when it intersected an inclusion. Since

the inclusion was non-magnetic, this in effect shortened the walì,

decreasing its energy and therefore placed it in an energy state which

was preferable to the one where it did not intersect an inclusion. The

wall would thus remain pinned by the inclusion until a sufficiently

ìarge field was appìied.

Consider a matrjx of saturation magnetization I per unit volume

and containing n inclusions per unit volume which are sphericaì, with

radius r, occupying the corners of a cubic lattice. A wall of unit area

will therefore intersect n'/ t inclusions.

Initial'ly the waìì is in a pinned state, lying across the middle

of the p'lane of inclusions as shown in figure ì.2.3-1a. when a field H

is app'lied, the wall is displaced a distance x as in figure .|.2.3-lb.

The change in wall area per inclusion is

nr2 - n(r'- *') .

If 1 is the wall energy per unit area, the change in wall energy

per unit area is n'/, tn^'

l^lhen the wall is disp'laced by x, this means that a vorume of x
per unit area has reversed magnetization. The comesponding change in

lrr..::
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Figure 1.2.3-l (a)
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Domain wall pinned by an inclusion
in the absence of a field.
Wall has been dÍsplaced by the
application of a field.



energy per unit area is ZHIx.

The total energy per unit area,

rE = n2/ snr^'- ,rr^
Since this must be minimized,

=Q
a(¡E)
ðX

and this gives,
2t

,=ajfu*
Dispìacement is therefore proportional to the field as ìong as

the wall is being intersected. The field required so that wa]ì may

reach the edge of the inclusions is
2t

H = I['3 t
c I -x'

and this must be the coercive field because once the wall has passed

through the inclusions, it is free to continue moving through the material

until it reaches the next plane of obstacles. Since all inclusions are

the same size, this field should be sufficient to enable the wall to move

freeìy through the entire material.

This theory yielded satisfactory comelation with experimental

observations in cases where the dimensions of the obstacle were much

greater than the width of the domain wall.

1.2.4 Femomagnetic f nclusions

Kersten's theory can, with the appropriate modifications, be

extended to the case of femomagnetic inclusions within a ferromagnetic



matrix. Pinning can take place in such a situation if the domain walì

energy within the inclusion is lower than that within the matrix. The

wall will then have a lower energy if it intersects inclusions and will
prefer to remaín in thís state.

converselvr ârì inclusion with a higher energy wi'lì act as an

obstacle, bìocking the path of the wall.

1 .2.5 Free Poles

Néel (t946) criticized Kersten's theory on the grounds that even

though inclusions would be expected to have free poles on their surfaces,

producìng disperse fields with large magnetostatic energies, their 
ipresence had been ignored. The presence of random strains in the material 
l

could cause changes in the easy direction of magnetization, producing j

:

further free poìes and these should have been considered as well. , 
i

Neelshowedthatthelogarìthmofthecoercivefieldvaried

1inear1ywiththe1ogarithmofthevolumefractionofinclusionsand
i't'::.r:':

compared his theoretical values with experimental results for many systems. 
1:'.,'

1.3 The Present Study

In the present study, the processes governing magnetic hardening ,:.,,,,,:,

in sintered smco5 permanent magnet aììoys v,,,ere examined. craik and 
É:i''-r:'

'Hill (1974) have suggested that magnetic hardening in rare earth-cobalt
;

materia'ls may be caused by the insertion within the material of planes l

l.::.'.:.'
| ,.r,i jj
::,'..t,:

,1,::



having different exchange and anisotropy energies. As detailed more

fully by other authors (chapter 2), SmCou alloys may be expected to

contain other phases of Sm-Co compounds, such as Sm2Co17 and Sm2Co7,

which are also ferromagnetic. An order of magnitude calcu]ation

indicated negligible demagnetizing effects due to inhomogeneities within

the matrix. A theory of coercivity in which domain walls were pinned by

planar inclusions of a secondary phase was therefore deve'loped. The

remainder of this section seeks to outline the path taken to develop and

to substantiate this model.

A modeì describing the interaction between a l80o domain wall and

a planar inhomogeneity was synthesized (chapter 3). This gave expressions

for the distribution of energy barriers and the effect of thermal

activation.

In chapter 4 expressions for: the energy of a domain wail in an

SmCo5 matrix as it interacted with pìanar SmrColT inhomogeneities were

derived using a micromagnetic approach and values for the coercive field
were obtained. These were compared with the experÍmentaì determinations

of coercivity in chapter 6 as well as those contained in other studies.

The validity of the interaction model was tested by comparing the

energy barrier distribution obtained from the pureìy theoretica'l

calculation of chapter 3 with the values from the magnetic after-effect

experiments of chapter 7. This, being a direct evaluation, gives a much

better indication of barrier distribution than the measurements of

coercive field, because the effect of thermal activation on coercivity

itself is relativeìy small.

l.: ì :i
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The model was based on the premise that pinning took pìace only

at Ínhomogeneities and that there was free movement of domain walls

within the grain. This was verified with further magnetization measure-

ments to study the reversibility of domains (chapter 6), as well as by ',,

measurements of Barkhausen jumps (chapter 8) which were correlated with

the grain size measurements of chapter 5.

X-ray diffraction and electron microscopy were used to positively .);.,'

identify the materia'l used, as well as to yield information on the

nature and distribution of any inhomogeneities that may have been present

(chapter 5).

The above is a brief outline of the procedure that was followed

in this investigation. It is, along with the findings, detaì'led fuì1y

in the following chapters. The results are discussed in chapter 9.
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2.1 I ntroducti on

SmCo5 has found widespread use as a commercial magnet because of

its desirable permanent magnet characteristics which include large

coercivíties and (BH)ru* energy products. Interestingly, these proper-

ties are not exhibited by the bulk alloy, but by smal'l particìes of the

material . They are further enhanced when the particles are al igned and

compacted to a high density.

The SmCo5 magnets used in this study were manufactured in this

manner. This chapter therefore examines the structure of the material,

the process of manufacture, the likelihood of the presence of secondary

phases and the structure of such phases.

2.2 Structure of SmCo5

Crystals of SmCo5 have alternate layers as shown in figure Z.Z-1.

One type of ìayer has a hexagonal arrangement of co atoms. The other

has sm and co atoms in a l:2 ratio. The structure, which is hexagonal,

be]ongs to the P6lmmm space group with the following atomic co-ordinates

for the unit cell:
Sm - (0 0 0)

co - (å å or,lf ] or

t' o å1, 
(o, it,t) ) )t

as given by the InternatÍonal tables for x-ray crystalìography, Volume I
(re6e).

1..,:;

i' ..' :. ,



Figure 2.2-1 - Structure of SmCo5.
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Typica'l lattice parameters, according to Taylor (1971), are
oo

a= 4.9B9Ar c = 3.9BlA.

2.3 Manufacture of the Magnets

Two techniques have been used for the densification of SmCo,

powders. The first is the process of mechanical compaction, which was i:.,r,

successfully carried out by Buschow, Luiten and Westendorp (t969). They l'1""

t: .:, 1

aligned loosely packed SmCo5 powder in a magnetic field and pressed it ij.-.t

toarelativedensityof70%.Itmustbenotedthatitisessentialto
haveinitia.lloosepackingsothatthepartic.lesmayrotateeasi1y

FurthercompresSionunderahydrostaticpressureof20kbars,combined
l

with uniaxial deformation, increased relative density to over 9S%. This ,

process gives the desired permanent magnet propertieso but because of i

the high pressures that are required, the size of the magnet is restricted

The other is.the technique of bonding the arigned particles by

heating them, known as sintering. A problem here was that stoichiometric
lr'.:''.,,

smco5 unden¡rent a loss of coercivity during the sintering process, as itt,t
.:i..:.

reported by Cech (1970). Benz and Martin (1970) overcame this by combin- i,,,,.;,,,,,

ing two melts at ll00oc. The first was stoichiometric r^¡ith 66.7 wt¿'% Co

while the second, which was in its liquid phase at this temperature, has

40 wt. % Co. They were mixed to an average composition of 6?.6 wt.% Co, i,,,.,,,
i"iiir¡rì:

which corresponds to 8l at.% Co. After a'ligning and pressing to ì3 kbars,

the powder was sintered at ll00oC for 30 minutes. Relative densities of

90 to 95% were obtained in this manner. Such a process is known as

ì iquid phase sintering. 
,,,,,,,,.

i;tt,',ì..,.
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Das (1969) used a single melt with 63 wt.% Co instead of a combin-

ation of melts as described above.

The sintering temperature and time are critical in determining

the permanent magnet properties of the a'lloy. Further heat treatment of

the sintered magnet is carried out to enhance them.

2.4.1 Formati on

2.4 Secondary Phases

The cobalt-rich portion of the Sm-Co phase diagram (Buschow and

den Broeder 1973) is reproduced in figure 2.4.1-1. It is evident that

small variatÍons in the stoichiometry of the aì'loy will give rise to
secondary cobalt-rich Sm2Co17 or samarium-rich Sm2Co7 phases. Indeed,

the presence of secondary phases is almost unavoidable, because if a

single stoichiometric powder is used, heavy oxidation of the samarium

will lead to the formation of a cobalt-rich phase (Jorgensen and Bartlett

1973), whereas the mixing of hypostoÍchiometric and stoichiometric powders

in the'liquid phase sintering process will give an initiaìly samarium-

rich phase which, depending on the degree of oxidation of samarium can

even become cobalt-rich. The post-sintering annealing to which the

material is subiected can cause some further decomposition of the primary

SmCo5 phase. This eutectoid decomposition has been studied by den Broeder

and Buschow (.l972) and Martin and smeggil (1973). The effect of these

secondary phases on magnetic properties has been examined by den Broeder

and Zijlstra (.l976) and witl be discussed in the final chapter.

l1ä:

!-¡:..':t!
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2.4.2 Structure of Smúorz

Sm2Co17 can have eíther a hexagonaì or a rhombohedral structure.

The hexagonal lattice is formed from the smco5 lattice by having an

ordered sublattice of a pair of Co atoms for every third Sm atom, fol'low-

ed by a lo t 0] alternate sense stacking shift on every second (0 0 l)
ìayer. This is illustrated in figure 2.4.2-1 (Ostertag, Strnat and Hoffer

1967). The rhombohedral structure, which is formed if the stacking

dispìacement is not reversed, is illustrated in fígure 2.4.2-Z (gstertag

et al 1967). The basal 'a'axes of the sm2co17 unit cell are rotated by

30o wíth respect to those of the original smco5 cell. 'a,is increased

by a factor of 6. 'c' is doubled. Taylor (]lg71) gives lattice para-

meters for Sm2corz âs a = 8.402:þ, and c = 8..l.l4Å (hexagonaì) or l z.vz:A

(rhombohedraì ).

In the irxc (v.I) notation,Ostertag et ar (1967) have shown that

the hexagonal Sm2co17 unit cell belongs to the p6r/mmc space group and

has the following positions occupied:

sm(l)-ttooì)
sm(2)-'rååil
co(r)-.(å ?ù,'rii).¿
co(z) - Co o), (o l o¡, C;)t,tu
co(3) - t(x y i), t(y x-y'i), =(y-, i

åol

f r,

,(;

t(!
o i),ro ] ]r
; il, t1x x-y f ),

t(v-* v i)t*r), x(zx x )*r.),
+(i x ]+z)

Co(a) - r(x 2x z), t(Zx -* 
=), t(x x z), t(x 2x
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The Co(l) atorns replace Sm atoms in the l-5 configuration and

havez =0.89. ForCo(3)r X = | anOy=0, whileforCo(a), x = f6
andz=0.

These positions are somewhat ideat ized, representing a direct ,,,,, ,

transformation from the SmCo5 to the Sm2Co17 lattice. The small displace-

ments for stacking punposes, for example, which are caused by the size

difference between the Sm and Co atoms have not been taken into account. ,,;;,,r,

However, ostertag et ar (1967), using the atomic co-ordinates given ;;¡:';r"ì'

¡:. t ,,:;]::;above, have obtained satisfactory agreement between predicted and observ- ¡':':..,r,;':'

ed intensities of x-ray diffraction, suggesting that deviations from

these posit'ions are of little consequence for the present purpose.

Rhombohedral Sm2Co17 belongs to the R3m space group 
i

j

i

2.4.3 Structure of !m2!o7 Ì

j

Sm2Co7 is formed from SmCou by substitution of Sm for Co at the

[å å r] position of every third (o o r) rayer, foì'rowed by a tå -å r] 
;.=,..;i,.

stacking shift on the same 'layer. Once again, the structure can be either ,.r,t,'..
,',-a,, ,l 

t: 
'

hexagonal or rhombohedral , depending on the sense of the stacking shift. ;:::':'::.'::

oHere'c' is 6 times as great as for Smco5. Typicalty¡ â = 5.041A and
O9

c = 24.334 (hexagonal) and 36.3.l4 (rhombohedrar) (Taylor l97l).
i :.,ltt._:j.:rt,:i

The unit celì of the hexagonal structure, which beìongs to the it:l

P6t/mmc space group has the following atomic co-ordinates:

20
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Sm - t(0

1(0

*ll-\3
Co. (!,2

*(!-\3
+(!-\2
*( -!-\ 3

(-!t6

*fl-\3
r:t6

o ,rl)
o i), =rå -å 

,11

-1 I'3 r2t
o o), ro ]ol , r';)ol
I L. . I I 1.-i tù ' t(-ã â ti)

o å),'(o å il, .ci lit
I lig4'

å'år, tJ |'lr, ( å i
-å ,il, t(o o ,r!)

å ir, rå -å ir, rå å lr

Once again, there will
group, caused by the relative

=11J

be smal I di sp'lacements wi thi n the space

size difference of the substituted atoms.
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3.1 Interaction Potentials

Any interaction may be expressed as a potential written in terms

of a variable. The nature of the potential is dependent on the type of . ,',,,,

interaction under consideration. For example, the interaction between

a dislocation and a lattice defect, or a domain wall and an inhomogeneity

are pinning or repulsive interactions. The corresponding potentials must ;:,,,,;,

therefore be constructed in such a manner as to make the pinned state the 
l';¡::;-:;

;.';' 1.;',
more desirable one. A suitabìy designed potential welt with a displace- o,i','.,,

ment variable satisfies this criterion.

The problem, therefore, is one of choosing an appropriate form for

the interaction potentia'|. Potentials have been designed to fit various 
i

situations, but they all have a common characteristic in that they are 
I

1combinations of bamiers and weìls which either impede progress or cause 
i

trapping. The differences arÍse in choice of origin for the variable and 
'

theshapeofthepotential.CottrellandBilby(1g4g),forexampìe,

found that an inverse quadratic function suìtab1y described the potentia'l 
j,,,,,,,,,,,

when a dislocation was pinned by a lattice defect. Granato, Li.icke, ]'1':'1,';;'

i t.,' ,;,:,

Schlipf and Teutonico (ì964) I inearized this potential to obtain a form i:,,;,',::,,

that they found more tractable. The interaction potential, it can there-

fore be seen, need not be rigid but can, in fact, be rather malleable

within the framework of the criteria governing the interaction. 
i..,,,,.:,
r' ''" .'

l^lhat follows in this chapter is the synthesis of a potential that

suitably describes the interaction between a magnetic domain wall and an

i nhomogenei ty.
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3.2 Interaction between Domain Wall and Pin

When a domain waÌl is pinned at the origin, in the absence of a

field, the restoring forces should be the same in both directions. It
is therefore reasonable to look upon the wal1 as sitting in a symmetrical

potential well and this potential must be described as an even function

which increases for a short distance away from the pin and then tails
off, such as

l,l(z) = az2 - gza per unit area,

where terms of higher order have been neglected.

The p'in ni ng force,

and

when

- dl.lF_=_Ë =_Zaz+4923 (3.2_1)pÕz

5=-d2l¡.| =-za+1zgz2 (3.2-z)dz ,noz-

Ì,,l(z) is illustrated in figure 3.2-i. ,,,,,,.,,,,,,.'

l{e see from eqs.(3.2-1) and (3.2-2) tnat the force is maximum ':'ì'.,,.,-' '::

=o = (å)'" (3.2-3)

Expanding the potential about this position of maximum

restoring force, if z = z0 * e, where e is a small quantity,



t,J(z)

i r::Ìi
. ,:i,

Figure 3.2-1 - The variation of l.l(z) with posÍtion.
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Vl(z) = o(z¡ + .)' - ß(ro * r)u

and
, 2. 4 3 22 3 4W(z) =o(zo *2zoe+r-) -g(zo *4zoe*6zoe *4zoe-+r')

Expansion about zo lields a potentiaì,

wro(r) = (2uzs - 4|zst), * (a - 68zo')r'- 4gzset - u.u

substitution for zs from eq.[3.2-3) causes the coefficient of
the second order term to vanish. Also, since e is small, ru.. I and

can be neglected.

The interaction potential may therefore be rewritten as an

odd powered function with respect to an origin at the point of maximum

force: - 
,

33
V(z)=F(z+o-4), ß.2-4)

3b

the interaction energy per unit vo'lume.

dv2E = F(t - +) (3.2-5)
b

v(z) una f| have been sketched in figures 3.2-zand 3.2-3 respectiveìy.

The restoring forc", -$! is therefore parabolic and as expected,

greatestwhenz=0.

V has a maximum at z = +b and a minimum at z = _b.

Thus, a function v as described by eq.(3.2-4) is appropriate for
the interaction energy of a domain walì pinned at z = -b.

b is called the interaction parameter and F the force constant.
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dU-E

Fígure 3.2-3 - The variation of the pinning force with position.

:l
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3.3 Effect of a Magnetic Field

Looking at the form of v, ure see that escape from the pinning

site will only be possible when the wall acquires the energy to rise ;,;,,;.¡,;,¡,

to the level of the maximum at z = b. Consider therefore the effect
of an applied magnetic field.

If the field is of magnitude H and the wail is dispìaced in ,,,;.,,,-:.,

the z-direction, the energy per unit area is now modified to read: '.,t."t;'
i.t.:,t.:l

U=V -ZHI(z+b) (3.3-l) i':,.,*
where I Ís the spontaneous magnetization per unit volume of the

material.

Equilibrium values of z are obtained by differentiating U with 
:

respect to z and we get: 
i

i

2l
dU FI' Zg

dZ=r(t ---z)-ZHt=0 (3.3_2)
D

2dU 2Fz

Ê=Jz=u
at the point of inflection whích is the position of maximum slope.

From eq. is.s-t )

zs = *6G --2Hr)4 (3.3-3)
F2

which are stationary states in the presence of the field.
The absolute zero coercive field, Ho is the smallest field at

which the wall can break free of the pin in the absence of thermal

i :r::.:':. i..:,.
l:iia."'-'t :,l l
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activation. This will occur when the wall is in a position such that
Ít has no energy barriers to climb and thís condition is met when the

energy maximum becomes a point of inflection,

2

+ =Q.
dz

Here zo= 0 (from eq.(3.3-3)) and from this point onwards, the

wall is free to slide down the negative slope region of the energy

curve.

From eq. (3.3-l ) therefore:

F=2HoI,
or Ho= * (3.3-4)

The effect of the magnetic fie'ld, therefore, is to reduce the

height difference between the maximum and minimum energy states of u,

as shown in figure 3.2-z

since these states are, by substituting from eqs.(3.2-4), (3.3-3)

and (3.3-4) in eq.(3.3-l),

and

uru*=frurr -o*,*

umin = -îotr - o*,+ 
,

their difference, which is the energy barrier the walì must overcome

for escape is:
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,=þo,r-#,,å (3.3-5)

For an area A, the barrier is f rnotr - r[rrt. hte see that

the applied fíeld reduces the height of the energy baryier.

For the wall to spring free, the barrier must be overcome.

However, if A is large, the barrier wiìl be large and the applied fietd
must approach the absolute zero coercive field for escape to occur"

This however, neglects the possibility of wall curvature and if
such a phenomenon is considered, the waì'l may escape at a field lower

than the absolute zero coercive field.

3.4 l,lJal I Curvature

The domain wall may be treated as a membrane with surface 
'tension corresponding to the wall energy y per unit area.

Supposethatundertheactionofthemagneticfield,abìister

of cyìindrical symmetry about the z-axis forms on the wall. The forces

acting at a point on the blister are therefore the surface tension 
,,,,,.

force per unit area v(Rr 
r * Rz 

t), *h... R1 and R2 are the principal ,1,.

radii of curvature at the point, the pinning force -l|wrrich has been 
:1""

discussed in section 3.2 and the magnetìc force of zHI per unit area.

The pinning and surface tension forces try to restrain the blister,
,:.:',1

¡""t''
while the magnetic force tries to enhance its growth.

Consider a point on the blister defined by cy'lindrical co-ordin-

ates (r,z). Let the tangent to the blister at this point make an angle

0withtheplaneoftheunblisteredwall(figure3.4-l).

it"l



Figure 3.4-l - The 'blister' in cylindrical coordinates
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Then, for an element of blister surface, if the forces per unÍt
area are resolved in the z-direction, the equilibrium condition is:

. .2 I -1F(l - !^) + y(Ri * * Rz ')cose = 2Hi coso (3.4-l )
b2

-l-Now, coso = [t + 1z'121 
¿

where z' = Yor

(3.4-2)

AIso, when the curvature is expressed in cylindrical co-ordin-
ates,

Rr-t * Rr-t = -=,11 + (2,)rl-l - ,' (3.4-3)
r

where ,', - d2z

d12

Substituring from eqs.(3.4-Z) and (3.4_3) inro (3.4_t),

) [t + (z'¡z1L (3'4-4)

t' 
i,''t';" 1:

Assume that the sìope of the blister is gradual . í.e. that z, is ,ì,,,;::; ,,

small and ( z')2 :a 1. 1"::1:-':":""'

Then, eq.(3.4-4) reduces to:

zu+z'-F-zHI FzzL t r - y -Tb2 (3.4-5) . - -.-.:."ì.i ::'

!; i,.:.,1,:ì: -i 
I -

li:.ri j::jr::l:r:

This second order differential equation describes the wall

displacement z as a function of r when the following boundary conditions
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are taken into account.

l^lhen the wall is pinned at ìarge distance (i.e. as r + -) from

an isolated blister,

Substi tuti ng

which is the

Al so,

the bl ister,

z'=ztt=0

this into eq.(3.4-5) gives

,--aG-zut)% ,
F2

position for minimum energy

as r+ 0, z'= 0 and due to
2l

z" = î . z = Zi, the height

seen in eq.(3.3-3).

cyìindrical symmetry of

the bl ister.

(3.4-6)

AS

the

of

The boundary conditions therefore

z"=z'=0
aS l" +@

re

1
L-

-b(F - zlr)'á
t-

F.,

zu -z' I

:::,1

i', I

itSF+0 (3.4-7)

ing

For convenience in solving the differential equation, the follow-
substitution is emp'loyed:

z = b-tFb(F - 2Hr )-4 , ( 3 .4-8)

(3.4-e)ft = hb)-'"p\rF - z1r)h r
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Both Z and R and dimensionless.

Eqs.(3.4-5) to (3.4-7) may then be rewritten as:

," *l - I - z2 ( 3. a-5a )

( 3 .4-6a )

(s.q-t a)

3.5 Activation Energ.v of the Bl ister

The activation energy required to produce the blister consists

of the extra wall energy to create the blister, the field energy and

the interaction energy.

The wall energy,

Ey = yl(seco - l) Znrdr
0

Now, seco = [t + (z')r]'u

However, since (z')2 aç l,

seco = I * \q='¡"L

where higher order terms have been neglected.

Zt'=7'=01
fasR*-Z=1 I

,r, -zt I¿ -R 
I

z,=Q f asn*o
Iz=zt j
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Therefore,

Ev = rvl?')2 rdr
0

The field and interaction energies are given by:

e., = |uç) znrdrto

(3.5-1)

,, = ,"71(F - 2Hr )(z - zù - ,,"ã;.0',] rdr (3.5-z)

where ze is the wall position as t" + - o given by eq.(3.4_6).

The actÍvation energy, E = Ey + EI, and when eqs.(3.S-l) and

(3.5-2) are expressed in the reduced co-ordinates (s.+-a¡ and 3.4-g)

E = znvbz(l þ Ïlra. 
, - l' * lt ,llRdR (3.5-3)

The integral in eq.(s.s-g) can be sorved numerically, utirising
the differential eq.(3.a-sa) and the boundary conditions (3.4-6a) and

(3.a-7a). It is independent of the constants of the material and yieìds 
i

a pure number N. :

1,Eq.(S.5-3) may therefore be rewritten as :

1tE=2nNyb'(l þ (3.5_4)

' lF. ,_ á' * lrtffRdR
,i where w=/

0
(3.5-5)

Differentiating (3.5-4) with respect to field, the energy barrier
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di stri buti on

rÐEr - -4nNlvb2,rHrl - ---F-

2
-,, -1-Zt

2

Z and Z' are then Taylor expanded about R to give

(3.5-6)

is obtained.

3.6 Evaluation of the Integral

The integral has to be solved numerical]y in the absence of an

analytica'l solution for eq. (3.5-5).

choosing a value of Z at R = 0,2 = zt, the boundary conditions

(3.a-7a) and eq.(¡.+-Sa) give

Z(R + h) = z(R) + hz,[R) + tçtu * r,3z](n) (3.6-l)

Z'(R+ h)=2,(R) +hZ,'(R) *nzz:(n) ( 3.6-2)

where h is a small interval in R.

Eq.(s-4-5a) when differentiated with respect to R gives

( 3.6-3) :,r ,, ,z"'* tR' - oZr = t - zzz (3.6-3) 
,,,i....,,,

An initial value of Z1 was chosen. Then, using eqs.(3.6_l) to
(3.6-3),vaìuesofZ,Z'andZ''.,andfromthedifferentialeq.(3.a-5a)

the value of Z" were obtained at R = h. These values were then taken as
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the starting points and values of Z and its derivatives were calculated

at R = 2h. The procedure was repeated until a table of values of Z and

its first three derivatives had been obtained. The boundary condition

on Z at large R, Z = -l , had to be satisfied. Zt was therefore varied ,'.,.,.'.'.,

coarsely until this condition was met. It then had to be fine tuned

until it gave non-oscitlatory solutions at 'large R. The starting point

proved to be very sensitive as even small changes gave soìutions that .,,,.,1. i.'.... '..' : :-.:.t...:,
,. ..,. .

were osci' Iatory rather than asymptotic 
¡:,.,.;..;...:

The integral (3.4-5) was numerical ly cal culated using the tabl e .',,:1'='.':.

generated by the proper value of 21.

The value of 21 was 3.7890

R was varied in intervals of.0.05 (i.e. h = 0.05)

When the calculation procedure u,as reversed using a large va'lue

of R as the starting point 7y was obtained as 3.7894 and 21' as 0.00.l.

The calculated profile of the blister is shown in figure 3.6-1.

It is cylindrically symmetric about the Z-axis.

From the calculations, N = 4.g1g.
i,:,; :r::.::ì..::

3.7 Thermal Activation for Unpinning

using reaction rate theory, Glasstone, Laidler and Eyring (ì94.l)

have shown that when a process has an activation energy E, at a tempera-

ture T and the activation energy for the process to reverse itself is
Ez (figure 3.7-1), then the characteristic relaxation time t of the process

is given by:

ii:,;:, .i.:::..,:.i
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r-r=rþ*orfr')-*p(#)j

where C is a constant known as the frequency factor.
As energy appears in an exponential term in the

E2 need only be stightly rarger than E1 for the second

negl igibìy smal I

For example, if Ez = l.ZEt,

above expression,

term to become

"*p(P) = o.oo7 exp(ffi)

For a ferromagnet, the barriers to thermal activation are such

that the term in E2 may usualTy be negìected in the presence of a field.
Bean and Livingston (19s9) have shown that if E is the energy

required for a domaín wall to overcome an energy barrier and r is the
time required for thermal activation to take p1ace,

C = exp(25)Hz

in the expression

r-1=cexp(þ (3.7-l)

A characteristic measuring time for after-effect is I second.

Then, from eq.(3.7-l)

E = 25kT,

the activation energy.

Thus, for the wal I to escape as a

eq . ( 3. 5-4) gi ves :

result of thermat activation,

zHT
-¡e-l = 25kr

2
2nNyb (l
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and

the coercive field with thermal activation.

l.Je see, therefore, that when thermal

account, the coercive fietd is lowered.

(3.7 -2)

activation is taken into

H. = Hs(r - lffiorl ,

{lannnrÉ!
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4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Basis of the Model

The magnetization vector in a l80o domain wall rotates,,as
shown in fÍgure ì.1-.l. This rotation will be in either a clockwise

or anticlockwise direction. Thus, the magnetization in neighbouring

walls can have like or opposite sense of rotation. pairs of walls
having like sense will be called 'winding walls'and those with
opposite sense will be known as ,unwinding walls'.

0n appìication of a fierd, domains which are parallel to the

field will expand, while those which are antiparaì'lel will contract.
Neighbouring ì80o walls will therefore approach one another and

while unwinding walls wiìl annihilate each other, winding waìls will
become more and more tighily compressed, forming a 3600 wall which

sprÍngs back into two l80o wars when the field is removed.

As discussed in previous chapters, magnetic hardening may be

the result of the pinning of domain walìs by inhomogeneous regions

of :lower wall energy within the material . The effect of these i,,,.,,,,,,
¡:..],t 

; 
, 1.,:lì:,

inhomogeneities is to trap the tightly wound 3600 wall which then acts

: l:: ,.ll
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as a nucleation centre for magnetization reversal. The coercive

field of such a configuration is the fierd that is required to

separate the two ì80o walls and to allow each of them to escape

from the pin.

In this chapter, the interaction between a 3600 domain wall

and a planar inhomogenei ty is considered. A micromagnetic model ;,1.':,'¡;:

is used to derive an expression for wail energy in terms of the 
;;";'

;...,:t .: . ..: -.

anisotropy, the exchange interaction and the field interaction. i,",r,;,:'

By mÍnimizing the energy, the condition for wall unpinning is
obta i ned.

l

4.1.2 ApplicabilÍty of the Model 
l

I

i

This model can be appìied to any material where the domain

wall can move unhindered within the grain itself. Livingston (1973)

used Kerr microscopy to show that this was índeed the case for sintered 1'¡,,",t¡;:;

SmCo5. In the present study it was observed that it was possible to i,',",',,,",,,

ii::- : i;::

magnetize a virgin specimen to over 65% of its saturation magnetization

and then obtaÍn almost complete demagnetization by turning off the field
(section 6.5.3). Arso, demagnetizing factors carcurated from the 

::,,,,,,..,i;dimensions of the specimen were within a few percent of those obtained 1:"''.:':'

by magnetization measurements (section 6.5.2). Further confirmation is
found in the measurements of the Barkhausen effect (chapter g). All

, ,1::--;:ì:j
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this experimental evidence implies that there is impedance free

movement of domain walts in over 82% of the volume of the sintered

SmCo5 specimens that were studied. Pinning must therefore be absent

wíthin grains and the model can be applied with confidence to

sintered smco5 alloys with planar sm2co17 inhomogeneities at grain

boundari es.

4.2 Zero Torque Condition

consider the ith.iement of a domain wall which is paral'le'l

to the xy plane. suppose it makes an angle e., with the z-direction

and also suppose that the spins are sited at a spacing'a,along this
direction as in f,igure 4.2-1r.

Let the anisotropy energy of the material per unit volume be

'K' and let its magnetization be 'I' per unit volume.

Then, if there are N spins per unit volumen the energy of the
.rhi -" spin element is:

I
E, = t'ßin2e., + ¡s2[t - cosler-er_1)J + Js2[ì - cosler-er*., )ì

I*-*tt(t-cosor) , (4.2-1)

where the origins of these terms are as follows.

since we are only dealing with uniaxial materiaìs, the aniso-

tropy term is of the form:

Klsin2e + Kzsinao ,

where in this case the easy direction coincides with the z-axis and



Figure 4,2-1 - Alignment of

;.:.1::
,li. ":

adjacent spins at spacing 'a' in a domain wall.

.,;'.il

À\
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where 0 is the angle that the moment makes with the easy direction.

The fourth power term is dropped because Kz .. Kr.

The exchange interaction is only considered between nearest

neighbours. Thus, when s is the spin and J is the usual exchange

integraì, we get the second and third terms.

The final term is the field interaction energy where we have

assumed a field in the easy direction of the crysta'|.

The torque on this erement is obtained by differentiating
eq. (4. 2-l ) wi th respect to 0., :

aE; 2K
ttul = Éþlnerc'oso.¡ + Js2[sin(ei-ei_]) + sin(er-0í*t¡] + 

frisine.'

, (4.2_2)

f^.- rt-For the wall to be at rest, each element of spin must have

zero torque.
\tr.

iotLì=flr'L' 
âe. u

l

and

2Ksínercosoi - Js2N[sin(ei-oi_t) + sin(er_er*r)] + iHsinei _ 0

(+.2-z¡

since the difference in inclination between adjacent spins

must be small' we can repìace sin(oi-ei_r) bv (oi-ei_1) and sin(er-0i.,"1)
by (or-e.¡+l ).
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If we Taylor expand o¡11 and e.,-., ,

oi*r =oi*.þ_ i#+....

and o;-.r = o; - ug - 1-Y\+ ....I ¡ ' dz 2dz2

Negìecting higher powers in a, these are substituted ínto eq .(4.2-3)
to give:

,rrur*1'3t = 2Ksineicosei + JHsinoi (4.2-4)
dz2

In effect we are now moving towards an approximation of a continuum

by making 'a' small

Multip'lying both sides of eq.(4.2-4) by do.i and integrating,
we get:

, de, 2

f]s2a2t't(#) = Ksin2e, - IHcoso, + constant (4.2-s)

If the exchange constant,

4 = þrrurrtt ,

eq.(4.2-S) reads:

A(åå)2 = Ksin,e - IHcose + c , (q.z-a)

l.::a ir;. ::,trr

the condition for a stabre domain wall and where c ìs a constant.
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4.3 Contri buti ons to the l^Jal I Energy

The origins of the various contributions to the energy of

the domain wall have been discussed in the previous section.

For a domain wall'lying para]leì to the xy plane, the energy

per unit area is given by:

E = [[t<sin2o * A(Íå)'- rH.org + consrant]dz (4.3-t)

The limits of the integral are the dimensions of wall width

over which the energy is to be caìculated.

ta Energy of the Domain war and Boundary condition

Figure 4.4-1 shows how the spins are distributed with respect

to position within the domain wart in the presence of a p'lanar

inhomogeneity of thickness y and paraìleì to the xy pìane. Let the

angìes of spin at the matrix-inhomogeniety boundaries be e, and 2n-0i.

Assume that f;!* 0 as 0 + 0 at z + -- ônd as 0 + Zn at z -> *æ

Therefore, from eq.(4.2-6), c=IH in the matrix phase.

l^le have therefore,

Ar(åå)t -- Krri n2e + rrH(t-coso) ( 4.4-t)

where the suffix't'will be used for the matrix parameters and suffix
12t for the parameters belonging to the inhomogeneity.
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From eq. (4.4-l ),

dz = Ath]Klsin20 + IrH(l-coso )l-'" ¿e (4.4-2)

The energy of the portion of the wall wíthin the matrix is:

-z'
\ = 2Î frrsin2e + nrtåå)t - IlHcoso + consranr] dz (4.4-3)

,-o

-zt
= ZI fZf,rsin2o + ZlrH(l-cose)] dz, (4.4_4)

where the energy zero has been defined by setting the constant of
eq.(4.2-6) equat to I1H.

Substituting for dz from eq.(4.4-Z) into eq.(4.4_4),

( 4.4-5)e, = +Rru" Ít frrsin2o + I]H(l-cosg )14 d,

Similarly, insíde the inhomogeneity,

Ez = 4AzL. i t*rrt n2e - I2Hcoso + c]%¿e + y[I2H - c] (4.4_6)
01

The'last term arises because the energy zero is defined at 0 = 0

and f! = s.

.ij:-i : ::i:::::::ì

Eqs.(4-4-5) and (+.+-o¡ are written in reduced terms with e = F- - ¡' ',,,...,

h=åP and u=fl 
rr'e¡ru K'
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e1 = 4a7% Ít trt nlo + zhi ( l -coso)]', de Ø .a-sa)

and

ez = 4az4Ï [sin2e - zh2coso * ,)Z do + 2y(nr- L.) Ø.a-6a)
01

Then,

where the constant c in eq.(q.q-aa) is a new constant.

If the tota'l energy is

E=Et+E,,
the variation in energy with respect to e1 ,

dE _ aE âEdc
de1 = ât, * *'¿t-t,

i'e' 
åå, - *,**l * rrffi * (r,F * r,P) åsq G.4-7)

Now

#Ì = +ar%[stn2o, + zhi(]-cose1)]%

ffi = =4arufsin'o, - zh2cosor+ c]%

(+. +-e)

(4.4-e\

ðer
ac' = u (4.4_.10)

ffitt¡
i';r.r- ": 'r'r'

æ2 - ,^ 4.n, ,^,
ðc - .oz J rsrn2o - Zh2coso+ c)-% ¿o - y (4.4-ll)

01

ij ¡-:-:.-:.1. ... _.tj: .::
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From eq.(4.2-6) the thickness of the inhomogeneity,

¡Tf
Y = 2a2'z J (ti nzo - 2h2cose+ c)'% ao (4.4-12)

01

Eq. (4.4-t I ) therefore reads:

P= o (4.4-]3) 
i,¡,,1::1
'(:' ':'- : 

'

i '"";'
Substituting from eqs. (4.4-B) to (4.4-.l0) and (4.4-13) into :,'-:,

Ø.q-l), '""'-'

+åF,=u,u.K,[sin2o,+2h1(ì-coso)]%-u'4K,(sin2o,-2h,cosefc)4

(4.4-14)

, At the energy minimum, the variation of energy with o, must

i be zero.

I Therefore, using eq.(4.2-6),

n, ($|)rurrix = Ar(åå) 
i nhomoseneiry

at the boundaries, where o = or ot Zr-07.

4.5 Condition for t,lall pinning

fti,.t,i:

The wall can only remain pinned if an energy minimum exists in
zero field after appìication of a forward fieìd.
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ia !l
'.u. Ae--0, 

0 when H = 0

Then, from eq .(4.4-14)

(ArKr )%sine1 = ¡A"K2)'.(sin2er+ ç¡t"

Eq-(+-z-a) tells us that c must be greater than zero if de
ã7 ìs

real when o=ri.

Thus the condition for pinning to take place is

A2K2< A]Kl

i.e. The zero field walì energy within the inhomogeneity must be lower

than that within the matrix if we can have pÍnning.

This condition is obeyed for SmCo5 with Sm2Corz inhomogeneities

and thus the model can be applied to this particular case.

l: j:l

4.6 Procedure for lqkq'lation of Coercive Field

ll..:r',:,,.'
Eq. (4 -4-12) is converted to an incomplete el ìi ptic integraì of ,.i,:',

t:,,:t',.,1 :the first kind using a technique given by For'lani and Minnaja (.1969) l:,,:,.
01 cârì be obtained from the inverse of this elliptic integral using

a series expansion (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik .l965). 
Details of this

calculation may be found in the appendix. Keeping thickness and field ,,,,
l..i"''ì:t :' :fixed' a range of values of e, is calculated by varying c. Then,

substituting into eq.(4.4-r4), the variation of 9t with e, is obtained.uul
A curve with a singìe maximum is observed as shown in figure 4.6-ta.

ì.i .,'
t-....t: . :,j

r:. .i:r'
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This corresponds to the energy having a maximum and minÍmum value

with the energy barrier being the height difference between the two

turning points (as in figure 4.6-lb). This is obtained by integrating
i-. -:ì..;the area below the fivs.o1 cuFVê 
.:,,,,,:.:,

As the reverse field is increased, the peak in the 
odE, 

.rru.
becomes shallower until finatty it touches the e1 axis (figure 4.6-za)
This'corresponds to the maximum and minimum of the energy curve j:,:,,i,:r

: .'

approaching each other until finaily they merge, giving a point of i.:''" "

i,;..i:...,.inflection (figure 4.6-zb). The energy barrier disappears and we are ;,:,.:,::,,:;,::

at the absolute zero coercive field, Ho.

As predicted by eq.(3.3-5) for a parabo'lic interaction force ,

2¡^
the graph of E /3 vs. H is linear with a negative slope, intercepting l

the abscissa at He (see figure 4.ls-3). Thus, from its slope and 
,

intercept He, b and F can be calculated. ;

The calculation is repeated at different thicknesses and also 
i

with variation in temperature which affects the values of I, K and A. ,l ,

The variation of coercive fierd with temperature and inhomogeneity , .,,.,,...
thickness is thus observed ",",:'1a a'.4:r:..

i', ,"ì.rt-,:,..,

.:.,.:..¡r:,:,:,:,

4.7 The Constants of the Material

I and K for Smco5 were given by Benz and Marti n (1972), whire

the values for sm2co17 were taken from a paper by Deryagin, Kudrevatykh

and Bashkov (t 974) .
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dE
aot

i::r li:
::.r: :-:::

c

(b) EFisure 4.6-2 - (a) $E, ano Vs. 01 when H = HO.
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The exchange constant A was calculated using an expression

derived by stoner and l,lohlfarth (r948) and subsequently modified by

Benz and Martin (1972) to read:

.' kT^ r 2 ,,:,' .:,','t',n _ I '"c ,I .2n - g-- tïol

where T. is the curie temperature of the material, given by Taylor
(1971), r is the atomic radius, which is defined as the cube root of i,,tr,..,,ii

the average atomic vorume and k is Bortzmann,s constant. .'t 
''

:'i:t.;ti'',iTemperature variation appears in the tårl' term, where Ie

is the spontaneous magnetization at absolute zero. In practice, the

value of I at 4.2K was used instead of Io

4.8 calculation of coercivity without rhermal activation
i

l

Inhomogeneity thickness is the on'ly independentìy chosen parameter i

in the calculation described in section 4.6. The coercive fietds in the :

absence of thermal activation, H9 were calculated for different thick- 1.;..,.,r,.,,:,,'"

nesses at temperatures ranging from 4.2K to 500K. The results for zSÅ 
t, 

',,.,,,1i,
, a.,:...',;,,..,1,t,sm2co17 and co inhomogeneities have been.plotted in figure 4.g-.l. 'r':.' 1

The difference in coercivity, particuìarly at low temperatures,

is immediately obvious, with the Co inhomogeneity causing a much larger
l::' tr'lr:ri'':1, :lì.i'::

coercive field. The values obtained with Co are greater than the ¡."1..'lr.!iì...

coercivities measured by Benz and Marti n (1972), while those obtained

with Sm2co17 provide fairìy good agreement. The improbability of
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unalloyed co existing within the smco5 matrix is therefore given

further support.

4.9 Variation of !_0 with Obstacle Thickness

The curve of calculated coercive fietd against obstacle thickness
at 77K is displayed in figure 4.9-1. This graph is typical of those

seen for all temperatures. Initially coercivity increases steepìy with
thickness, but then levels off. Extrapolating back, this curve gives

a finite thickness at whÍch coercivity may be expected to disappear. At
this 'cut-off thickness' the inhomogeneity is too small to be ,seen,by

the wall. According to the graph, atTTK the cut-off thickness is rzÅ.

This minimum thickness can also be calculated analyticaìly by

locating the thickness at which there u/as no activation energy required
for escape in the absence of the field. The folrowing expression for
minimum thickness, yo, was derived.

Yo = z{ft)'"tt"t}r-f tþflt

i:. :.

i:.'r;;

'i.::::a:'..|.

where

'o=(ilü -1)"

Using this expression, minimum thicknesses have been calculated
for Sm2Co17 inhomogeneities in a SmCo. matrix. The results have been

tabulated in 4.9-1.
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Tabl e

Dependence of Critical
for a Sm2Co17

4.9-1

Thickness on Temperature

Inhomogenei ty

r..¡ì_¡:;-.,

o
Yo (n)

4.2

77

200

300

400

500

18.2

17.0

18.7

20.7

22.6

26.4

,L
i .:.'
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The calculated dependence of coercivity upon inhomogeneity thick-
ness may be explained by considering the forces which act upon the two

l80o walls which make up the 3600 domain wall.

There is' firstly, a repulsive force acting between winding walis.
The magnitude of this force decreases as the separation between the walls
i ncreases .

The energy of the domain wall when it is within the inhomogeneity

is lower than when it is in the matrix. This results in a force r,lhich

attempts to keep each wall within the inhomogeneity and thus may be

regarded as an.attrractive force.

For unpinning to take place, the field must be app'lied so as to
augment the repulsive force. The coercive field is that field at which

the net repuìsive forces are just baìanced by the attractive force.
ConsÍder then the behaviour of the coercive fie'ld as inhomogeneity

thickness increases from zero. Initia|ry the two rB0o waÏrs are very
close together and the ensuing repuìsive force is larger than the
constant attractive force. The wall cannot therefore be trapped and the
coercivity will be zero and remain so until the thickness grows to the
point where the repulsion betvreen the walls is just balanced by the

attractive force. This is the 'cut-off thickness'. From this point on

the coercivity increases with thickness, as the wall-walì repuìsion
decreases. However, the rate of decrease will decline as thickness
grows and so, consequentìy, will the rate of increase of coercivity,
until at very large thicknesses the coercive field will reach a p'lateau

where the entire 3600 wall is confined in the inhomogeneity or has

escaped into the matrix.
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4.10 Variation of Spin Angle with Thickness

At the absolute zero coercive field, the spin angle at the

matrix-inhomogeneity interface takes a valuê 01, which varies with
obstacle thickness. This variation, once again at l7K, is displayed

in figure 4.10-1. 0f increases as thickness decreases, reaching n

at the cut-off thickness. The variation of spin within the domain

walt at the q.itical thickness is sketched in figure 4.10-2.

4.lt caìcuration of the Interaction parameter, b

As stated in section 4.6, the interaction paramêter is derived
from the graph of (activation energy)2/e vs. magnetic field, an example

of which is shown in figure 4.15-3.

The slope of that graph,

s = 
(å ru)'/t

Ho

- -(å ru)'l'

Ho'/ '
Hs' which is the intercept of the abscissa is easi]y obtained.

Thus,

*{-ttto¡ 
t/'

L_vD = 

- 

(4.il_1)
I
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The variation of b with obstacle thickness and temperature is

shown in'table 4.Il-1. It can be seen that as thickness increases, b

becomes more sensitive to temperature variation. Even more pronounced

is the dependence of b on He, shown in figure 4.ll-l for a temperature

of 77K. (Hs has been varied by changing the inhomogeneity thickness).

b decreases with field, approaching the inter-atomic spacing as Hs

tends to zero.

4.12 calculation of hJall Energy, r, for the pinned 3600 lnjall
ii i':::i:".'-
ii;:.,1

_'I The total energy per unit area is given by the energy outsíde 
l: r¿ t _ ,_,, "J vquJ tvE

I the obstacle, i

I

' r-or ,- Z t+ - - t-
E1 = 4(A1K)T' [sin2e + zh'(t-cose)]% dr G.4-5) ib ' L\ - 'r \ ¡'r I

:'

f plus the energy within the obstacìe,

'L7Í',
E2 = 4(A2xr)'.[ [sin2o-2h2cos0* c]% ao + zyKzh"-b) (4.4-6)

o1 L

, i :' ìij: :.

' -' ' i::'':';i::''
This total energy, E, contains magnetostatic as well as magneto- i..:,,'-'| _" - E 

__ qJ ,¡s:l¡ruuv 
,,a,irr,,

' crystalline terms. At the coercive field He, the interaction energy þJi'll ':'::1::

disappear. The wall energy is therefore obtained by subtracting the

magnetostatic contribution from the total energy when H = Ho

;. j ..:, '
i 

-r 
;:::¡:iJj:":i Thus, i,.':. :j;

aE-y=Er(Ho)-Ho(#)"
r¡0

r . '.,. ìit ì
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The energy of the portion of the wall outside the obstacle

can be expressed analyticaìly as:

Yr = 8(Arrcr)%[(ho, *1)'" - (rror+cos2fl ')"1 
,

IrHo
where h¡1 is the reduced coercive field, equal to

ZKt

The walì energy ínside the obstacle is:

\z = 4(A2K2)4, [(sf nzo-Zhsrcoso + ù'4 - he2cos0(sin2o-2h02cos + c)-%]Ae
01'

K2YC ,

I zHo
wnere î02= - ZÇ

and c takes the value at the point of inflection.
This latter contribution had to be computed numericaìIy using

IMSL subroutine DCADRE with a relative error of less than l0-s
with no absolute error.

The walì energy per unit area, y = "tt + \2, is thus carcurated.

Table 4.12-1 shows the variation of y with obstacte thickness

and temperature. While variation with thickness is relatively small,
a strong dependence on temperature can be discerned. This is to be

expected, because the anisotropy constants vary quite rapidly, partic-
uìarly at higher temperatures and y is more or less proportional to
K!", since A is slowìy varying with temperature.

the

and

; -. -.: \.;,i:i,::
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4..l3 calculation of the Thermally Activated coelcive Field, {

The thermaìly activated coercive field, Hc is calculated using

eq. (3.7-Z) as

H.=H6(r-ffiorl

From section 3.6, N is 4.g\g, while b and y have been

calculated in sections 4.ll and 4.12 respectively.

H. is therefore easily calculated and is shown along with He

in figure 4.13-l for a Sm2co17 inhomogeneity of thictcness 7sÅ.

4.14 Normalised Coercivity

It is evident from figures 4.9-l and 4..l3-l that coercivity
can vary with parameters such as inhomogeneity thickness that are not
intririsically dependent on the nature of the material. As such, a

unique coercive field for a particular type of inhomogeneity at a

given temperature does not exist and it is possibre to have a variety

. rf coercivity-temperature curves. Benz and'Marti n (rg7z) have, however, 
'.. ',..' shown that all these curves reduce to a single curve when the coercivity .' '.'""

is normalised to its value at 7.7K. This is therefore a facet of
uniqueness against which the theoretical calculations of sections 4.8

i and 4.13 can be compared.
i

Figure 4.14-l shows the calculated normalised coercivities with
and without thermal activation plotted against temperature for a
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variety of thicknesses. The graph has been superimposed on the
experÍmental data of Benz and Marti n (lg7z). Agreement between the
two sets of results is seen to be quite good, improving as thickness
gets smal 1er.

4.15 Multiple DQub:le tlal I s

To this poínt the trapping of a singre doubre wail has been

considered. The possibility exists however, that more than one double
wa'|] may be present in large grains. For these walls to be trapped,
the inhomogeneity thickness must be sufficient'ly'large. The variation
of both activation energy, E and åå*tth spin angre e for such a

multipìe waìl case is iilustrated in figures 4.r5-ra and 4.rs-rb. The

coercive field of such a configuration is the lowest field at which
the first pair of walls can escape from the trap.

It must be emphasized here that a large inhomogeneíty thickness
does not imply that two or more double walls must necessariìy exist.
Their presence depends on grain size, as well as upon the existence of
sufficient energy to nucleate the walls when the grain was cooled below

the curie temperature. The inhomogeneity merery provides the environ-
ment for trapping the walls.

Coercivity in the presence of a second pair of walls is calculated
as for the singìe double wall and its variation with obstacte thickness
at 77K is disp'layed in figure 4 .15_2, which also contains the variation
for one double wa'll, which was previously shown in figure 4.9-1. It can

I



Figure 4.15-t - (a) and (b) E vs. o1 for two double walls.
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be seen that the coercive field for a given inhomogeneity thickness
depends on the number of warts that are present within the grain and

also that the coercivity of the second wall pair approaches that of
the first when the inhomogeneity is sufficiently thick, dropping to
zero at a larger critical thickness than for the single wall pair.

Figure 4.15-3 contains graphs of (activation energy)'/, u""rr.
magnetic fietd for the first and second pair of doubre wails trapped

o
by a l25A inhomogeneity at 77K. The coercivities are almost equal, as

are the slopes of the graphs. using eq.(+.tt-t¡ therefore, it is ptain
that the two interaction parameters are very close to each other.
Similar results were obtained in other situations when the coercive
fields for the first and second double walls were equaì, despite differ-
ences in inhomogeneity thickness, leading one to the conclusion that
the interaction parameter is most directly tied to coercivity and not
to inhomogeneity thickness, further bearing out the results of section
4.11.

4.16 Summary

The preceding caìculations show that before a domain wall is
trapped' a prescribed minimum inhomogeneity thickness is required.
coercivity steadiìy increases with this thickness before flattening out.
If the inhomogeneity is sufficiently'large however, more than one double
wa]1 may be trapped, leading to the possibility of reduced coercive
fields' Experimenta'l support for this finding comes from the observation
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of Barkhausen effect in chapter g.

It has also been seen that the interaction parameter, b, varies
monotonicalìy with the coercive field, or conversely and perhaps more

, uppropriately, that the coercive fietd increases as b increases.

'orrelation 
between experimentaì and theoretica.J coercivities is

; Quite good when an Sm2co17 inhomogeneity is chosen. particularly
convincing is the agreement between the two sets when the normalised

'.,.: coercivity is used. Co inhomogeneities yield coercive fields that
:, re too ìarge and therefore need not be considered.

It can be seen that the contribution to coercivity from thermal
activation is relatively smaì1. This calculation of coercivity

I therefore, while it may be saíd to verify the micromagnetic model of
. this chapter, cannot be regarded as adequateìy supportive of the;.
1 tnteraction model of chapter 3. The validity of those concepts wilì

be tested by the after-effect measurements of chapter 7.

It must be noted that concìusive experimental evidence for the
existence of 3600 winding walls can only come from Lore ntz electron
microscopy as Kerr microscopy does not offer the resolution required for
the observation of the narrow 3600 rvail nucrei. some evidence for a

3600 wall has been observed (Ritey and Jones ig73), but as the effectíve
fie'ld seen by the specimen was near zero and as the positions and nature
of obstacles,'if any, were not crear, this cannot be regarded as being
very convincing.

Until more supportive evidence is obtained, the concept of the 3600

wall must be treated as an inferred hypothesis which leads to reasonably
close agreement between theory and experiment.
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5.1 The Magnetic Materials

Experimental measurements for this study were made on three
different pieces of sintered smco5. They were labeiled B, c and M.

B was manufactur:ed by the Hitachi Magnetics corporation of
Edmore, Michigan. It hras a slightty curved bar with rectangular cross-
section' B was obtained in an unmagnetized state and was therefore
suitabTe for determination of demagnetizing factors and for investi-
gation of the reversibitity of magnetization.

c was also manufactured by Hitachi and was a rectanguìar
block with square cross section. It had been previous.ly magnetized.

M was manufactured by the General Electric corporation of
schenectady, New york and was cyìindricarìy shaped. It too had under-
gone prior exposure to a magnetic fie.ld.

The c-axes of the component crystaì r i tes appeared to have been

welì aligned in ail three brocks, resurting in very crear indications
of their easy directions.

B and c were provided by professor c.hl. Searre of this depart_
ment. M was provided by Dr. D.L. Martin of the General Erectric
Corpora ti on.

5.2 Experimental procedure

Since experimentaì observations were made using magnet aìroys
that were obtained from external sources, it was essential to ensure

: r:: :::r' i

t; ':;r :,-'':.::::
i:. :,.:
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that the material was, in fact, smco5. The following techniques were

empìoyed to verify this, as well as to identify some of the differences
between the specimens.

x-ray diffraction was used to verify that the structure was

hexagonal and had lattice parameters that were consistent with the
accepted values for Smco5. By tooking at the small variations in
the lattice parameters, the precise composition of the aìloy can be

estimated (Martin, Benz and Rockwood I g7Z).

Transmission electron mÍcroscopy was used to confirm these

results and also to investigate for any secondary phases or other
inhomogeneities that may have been in the materiar.

Grain sizes were estimated by viewing the specimens in an

optical microscope.

5.3 X-ra.v Di ff raction

5.3.1 Specimen preparation

small pieces of magnet materiar were ground to a fine powder

using a mortar and pestle and gìued with Canada balsam onto a fine
glass fibre. The fibre was arigned ín a Debye-sche*er powder camera

so that whi;le it rotated about the camera axis, it remained in the
path of the filtered, coilimated x-ray beam which was emitted by a

cobalt tube with an.anode cument of l6mA at 40kv. The specimen was

irradiated for 4 to 5 hours and the ensuing photographs were analysed.

.'':.,.11.,.:
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5.3.2 Analvsis

The photographs from arl three specimens (.8, c and M) were

indexed for a hexagonal structure. All lines fron al.l specimens fitted
the expected pattern for Smco5, albeit with slight differences in their
lattice parameters as shown in table 5.3.2-1. These lattice parameters

:i are consistent in themselves with the previous work of Martin et al
ì (lslz¡ and making use of the results of their study, more exact estimates

,i f the composition of the SmCo5. matrix can be made. These have been

included in table 5.3.2-1.

The Ka1 and Ka2 waverengths produced sharp'rines at the higher
l

I 
ungle reflections, indicating a high degree of homogeneity within the
Smco5 matrix' This contrasted with the broader lines that were observed ]

ì 
with specimens which had been heated to the curie temperature of 7z4oc.
The broadening could have conceivably been the result of strain, induced

ì

i 
oy precipitation of a secondar:y phase. However, as previously, no

I extraneous lines that may have belonged to a secondary phase were
i

ì observed

he absence of refrections that did not berong to the smco5

pattern does not mean that secondary phases are absent in the ar.roys.
unless they constitute over s% of the materiar, it is unìikery that
they would be readiìy detected by X-ray diffraction techniques.



Tabl e 5.3.2-1

Measured Lattice. parameters and corresponding composition

Specimen
o

a (A)

4.997

4.999

5.001

o

c (A)

3.977

3.973

3.968

At.% of Sm

ti.. :: .

Compos i ti on

l6 .55

16.67

16.80

Co-ri ch

Near-
Stoi chi ometri c

Sm-ri ch

oo
O)
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5.4 Electron Microscoov

5.4.1 Foil Preparation

A thin srice of smcou was cut from the burk materiar with a

diamond wheel. As the material was extremely britilen the smallest
thickness that could be obtained without crumbring was only 0.4 mm.

From this slice' a 3 mm diameter disc was cut using a spark erosion
machine. The disc was praced in a struers Tenupor jet porisher and

eìectropolished in a sorution of 1s% perchroric acid in acetic acid.
The polishing potentiar was r4v. A photo-erectric cer.r a*angement
triggered an ararrn when the foir became transparent. The foir was

removed from the sorution and washed in methyr aìcohor and then in
ethy'l alcohol. It was examined in a phillips EM300 electron micro_
scope at l00kv' Despite the relatively large initial thickness of the
foil, satisfactory specimens were obtained.

5.4.2 Analysis of Micrographs

Electron diffraction patterns were indexed by measuring the
distance of diffraction spots from the central spot as welì as the
angles between spots. A chart was made of the expected distances that
might be expected on the photograph for the various reflections of a

hexagonaì SmCo5 lattice. Using this chart, the possible indices for

¡..,..::
l. :i:.rr-
i:r'::'. : ,.

l::.r:ì.rr:.:
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each diffraction spot were obtained. The angles between spots were
then checked against a stereographic projection which had been

constructed using the tattice parameters of Smco5. In this manner

a consistent indexing scheme was determined for each diffraction
pattern.

All micrographs were readiry indexabre for Smco5 as expected.
A typical diffraction pattern is shown in figure s.4.2-1.

However, as typified by figur:e 5.4.2-2, a few micrographs
also had secondary diffraction patterns. These were not, as initiaily
suspected, caused by the presence of a secondary Sm-co phase, but
were rather the result of slighily misoriented (n,l0o) particles within
the sintered materiar. The dark fierd image of a spot beronging to
such a pattern is shown in figure 5.4.2-3. The misoriented particres
are clearìy visible. (The c-axes of this region and the bulk material
are para'llel for this case).

Figure s.4.2-z arso disprays a series of four diffraction rÍngs;
three of which are readiry identifiabre as beronging to the oxide,
sm203. Also, additionar diffraction spots which do not berong to the
Smco5 diffraction pattern can be seen aìong the (00r) direction. These
spots are not indexabre for any of the Sm-co phases. However, examin_
ation of the diffraction pattern indicated that they were caused by a

compound which had grown coherenily, parallel to the basal plane of the
smco5 matrix' It is possible that this contamination could have occurred
during the polishing stage

is
i,ii
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Figure 5.4.2-1 - An Electron Diffraction Pattern

from SmCo5





Fi gure 5 .4 .2-2 - An Electron Diffractjon Pattern from a SmCo,

specimen. The 00.1 reflection is common to

all the patterns. The other three marked

reflections belong to different patterns.





Figure 5.4.2-3 - Dark field ìmage, magnified 72000 tìmes, of

the ll.l reflection in fìgure 5.4.2-2.
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A feature of ail the bright fierd micrographs was that grain
boundaries were not observed. This implied, that the micrograph
foils were being preferentiarìy porished in the centre of the grain
because grain boundaries were proving resistant to the poìishing
solution being used. This was confirmed when a specimen which had
been prepared for the electron microscope was examined under an opticaì
microscope' The 'ho'le' was positioned entirely within a grain. Further-
more it was necessary to raise the objective rens to focus on the grain
boundaries, showing their preferentiar resistance to erosion.

All this wourd seem to indicate that the grain boundaries had
a different composition from the grain itself. A previous electron
microscope study by Fidler, Kirchmayr and l¡/ernisch (.¡g7g) has revealed
the presence of sm2co17 precipitates in smco5 arìoys. As discussed in
chapter 2, the sintering procedure makes the presence of secondary
sm-co phases within the Smco5 matrìx almost unavoidable. It is therefore
very likely that the grain boundaries are composed of such a secondary
phase.

5.5 Qrain Size Determination

Grain structure was easiìy observed by viewing a cut face of the
specimen in a Leitz l^Jetzlar optical microscope. The dimensÍons of grains
were determined, using a caribrated eyepiece scare. A ìarge number of
measurements were made on each material and the resurting maximum,

'-: .¡ r'-
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minímum and average grain sizes are g'iven in table 5.5-.|.

B had a ìarger overall grain size than M or c which were

similar in size.

5.6 Discussion

Using X-ray diffraction it has been confirmed thaù the material
under examination is indeed SmCo5.

The attempt to use electron microscopy to identify the nature
of the secondary phase, the existence of which, paradoxica|ry, the
electropolishing seems to confirm, was unsuccessful. This will be

discussed further in the finar chapter. An interesting finding here

was the presence of fairìy sizeable misoriented regions of the smco5

material itself. It is quite conceivable that such regions could act
as pinning sites, because the angìes between their easy directions and

the magnetic field would be different from that in the properly oriented
material' However, the rather small angle of misorientation suggests

that such an effect wourd be of rerativery minor proportions, though

this could conceivabìy account for the small coercivities of n,100 0e

observed in virgin sampìes (section 6.5.2).

The grain sizes were comelated with the measurements of the
Barkhausþn effect. This has been discussed more fülly in chapter g.
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Table 5.5-l

Grain Dimension (in u)
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6. I Specimen preparation

For most measurements of magnetization, the sintered SmCou

magnet material was cut into cubes of side 
^4 mm with a diamond wheel.

For some of the demagnetizing factor experiments different sizes were

used, so that different demagnetizing factors couid be obtained.
These pieces were placed in the apparatus shown in figure 6.1_1. The

interior of the chamber was rined with a hardened paste of arumina
powder and epoxy resin. t'rhen a continuous jet of pressurised air was

passed into the chamber, the spinning specimen ricocheted around it.
The specimen's corners and sharp edges were thus graduaììy ground away.

In this manner elìipsoids were obtained. Interestingly, the most

erosion appeared to be arong the easy axis of the strongry anisotropic
SmCo5 crystallites. Typical'ly, the'largest dimension of the samp'le was

2.5 mm. The mass wâs.r,0.15g.

6.2 Extraction Method

when a magnetized specÍmen is p'laced in a sensing coil and then
withdrawn, the resulting change in magnetic flux through the coiì
generates an electromotive force in the coil. This force, when measured,

enables us to calculate the magnetization of the specimen, as shown

bel ow.

suppose that the specimen has magnetization I. To simpìify this
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ilJustration, ret the specimen have a cross-sectionar area A, equar :

to that of the sensing coil.
Then, the flux through the coil,

0r = (Hi + 4nI)A , :': :::

where H., is the internar fÍetd of the specimen and is given by,

Hi = Hu * HD 
r.,,r ,, 

..

': ':where Hu ís the externar fierd and Ho is the demagnetizing fierd of :': .: : :the specimen. i',,,,. ,,,.

If D is the demagnetizing constant,

HO = -DI

ïhereforer i

ó1 = [nu *(-D + 4n)i]n
j.

l¡Jhen the specimen is withdrawn from the coir, the frux through i

the coil is now given by

ÞZ = HUA 
i,.,,,,.¡,

Therefore, the change i n fl ux, "::::,i

^ô=(D-4n)nl
and

Â0*I

The e'm'f. generated in the coirs due to a frux change,

d¿E. cc 
-1-ldt
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^þ= I åto,
or

¿O - .f.i dt
and

t-lerdt

Thus, the integraÏ with respect to time of the e.m.f. generated
' in the coils is directly proportional to the magnetization of the

spec imen -

6.3 Measurements in the Electromagnet

6. 3. I El ectromaqnet

lA water-coored Magnion erectromagnet was used to obtain fierds 
iof magnitude up to r7k0e. The magnet was driven by a 25A regurated 
i
ìpower suppry. porarity of the fierd courd be reversed by reversing the :

coil current. A hore was bored in the po.re faces arong the axis of the 
,,r,core to faciritate insertion and removar of the specimen. The fiero 
',,,

was varied using a potentiometer in the power suppty. The current .:.

passing through the magnet coi'ls was measured. calibration of the field
was done against this cument, using a flip coil f.lux meter-

6.3.2 Field profiìe

The field shourd ideaily be uniform in the entire vorume occupied

i:,':1, , i:.il
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by the specimen. In practice though, it will change in magnitude as

one moves away from the precise centre of the po'le face gap. This

variation was observed using a small sensing coiì. It was found that
the fractional change in field in the ior{ituarnat direction was given

by,

ohl = -Q.00126 l3 ,

where I is in mm.

In the radiar direction the fractionaì change was

l, 
^h.- 

= 0.00l2l 12r.t

where r is in mm.
:

Therefore, the maximum fractionaì changes across the entire
ì

: sampìe, taking 1 = r = .|.25 
mm, are:

nh.,(max) = -0.00246

and

ahr(max) = 0.00190 ,

which are well within experimental error.

6.3.3 Measurement of Magnetization

A 15000 turn coil of B.S. 44 gauge copper wire was pìaced between

the pole faces with axis along the field direction. This served as the
pick up coiì- hlhen the sample was removed from the middle of the pole

faces and the pick-up coiì, the resulting.change in fìux generated an
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e.m.f. in the pick-up coit circuit. This e.m.f. was integrated using

an electronic integrator (figure 6.3.3-1) based on a chopper stabilized
operationaì amplifier. The resulting output yoltage was read on a

digital voltmeter. As shown in section 6.2 this reading was direcily
proportional to the magnetization of the specimen.

6.3.4 Image Effect
.:

¡ Because the pole faces are made of permeable material, a magnetic',:

image of the specimen was formed. This phenomenon is known as the image
I tffect and must be corrected for, since it interacts with the specimen

, âncl'¡ncreases the flux density around it (figure 6.3.4-l). The imageI

ì

1 effect is strongly field dependent and causes the apparent moment to
, decrease by as much as g% at l7k0e.
l

The correction factor, L, was determined by using a small coil
with a constant current flowing through it, so as to produce a constant
magnetic moment. This coil was placed in the field and as the field

¡', increased, a decline in the output was observed. 'The ratio of apparent

lt',', reduced moment at a particuìar field to real moment, when inverted,
gives the image correction factor at that field. The variation of this
factor with fietd is shown in figure 6.3.4_2.

' I 6.3.5 caribration of the coir-Integrator System

The moment sensing system was calibrated using an annealed nickel
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specimen. Corrected readings produced constant results above gk'e.
using 55.1.l emu/g as the saturation magnetization moment of nickel
(Crangte and Goodman 1971), the calibration factor was determined to
be (.l07.8 t 0.S)emu/V

6.3.6 Cold Finger

A 'cold finger' was used to make measurements of magnetization
below room temperature. This consisted of four coaxial stainless steel
tubes as shown in figure 6.3.6_1, numbered I to 4 from the innermost
outward' Liquid nitrogen (orr liquid helium for measurements below 77K)
flowed down tube r. The space between r and z was in vacuo. Nitrogen
(or heìium) gas frowed out between z and 3. The outermost space was

also a vacuum. Tubes r and 2 were sordered to an oxygen-free copper
block. A hore in the brock permitted the outfrow of gas. Tefron
spacers prevented the tubes from coming into contact with each other.
Bellows reduced the possibirity of damage caused by thermal expansion
and contraction

The specimen was heated by nichrome wire which was wound around
the top of the copper brock. The resistance of the wire was 40n.
Temperature was controiled using a feedback system with a go.rd-0.03 at.%
iron thermocouple at the end of the heater.

The sampre horder was threaded so as to screw onto the bottom of
the copper block' It was made of copper or aluminum and slit lengthwise
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to elimÍnate the possibirity of eddy cu*ents. It had two chambers.
One contained the sampre embedded in paraffin wax. The other had a
copper p'rug screwed in. The prug was attached to a copper_constantan
thermocoupre which gave a direct measurement of specimen temperature.

Measurements were taken by moving the entire cord finger such
that the sample was in or out of the sensing coils.

I 6.3.7 Room Temperature Measurements

For room temperature measurements the burky cord finger arrange_
ment was dispensed with. Here the sampre horder was mounted on a
threaded copper rod, which easiry sìid in and out of the coirs.

. 6.4 Measurements in the Superconducting Magnet

6.4.1 Superconducting l4agnet

Measurements of magnetizatíon in fie'lds up to g5k0e were made in
a superconducting magnet manufactured by the superconducting Herium
Electronics Manufacturing Company.

The magnet consisted of a 'rayer 
wound sorenoid of filamentary

superconducting Niobi un-44% Titanium ailoy conductors. The fiiaments
were symmetricaty a*ayed in a high purrity copper matrix. The windings
were mechanicalìy strengthened by impregnation with epoxy resin.

:.:..::
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The solenoid was wound on a non-magnetic anodized aruminum former.
The working bore was 40 nm and the length was 220 nrn. The manufacturer,s
calculations indicated a verticar fierd homogeneity of 0.04r % over a
distance of 40 mm in the centre of the magnet.

The magnet was suspended in a pope dewar by means of stainress
steel tubes. This dewar contained tiquid hetium during operation, so
as to keep the magnet in the superconducting state. It was praced in a
second dewar fited with riquid nitrogen to minimize boir-off of riquid
helium. Detairs of construction may be seen in fígure 6.4.r_1. They
have been further described by Hadjipanayis (.l979).

6.4.2 High Temperature Insert

The high temperature insert was used to take measurements between
77K and 300K. It is detaired in figure 6.4.2-1 and has the forìowing
assemb'ly' A copper nitrogen dewar jacket is vacuum isoJated from the
sample and herium spaces. The thermar mass of copper enabres it to act
as a heat sink to the furnace' preventing excessive herium boir off.
This jacket contains a stainless steel tube, to the lower end of which
is attached a frat ended copper tube which serves as the furnace. The
copper tube has a groove along which the heater, a nìchrome wire with
resistance of r5Q, runs up and down. sensing and compensating coirs are
fixed at the rower end of the outer copper jacket. This portion of the
jacket sits in the magnet bore.
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The sampìe is attached to the sample rod described in section
6.4.4. It is moved in and out of the sensing coils using a gas-powered

piston' The range of movement is such that even when the samp'le is out
of the sensing coils, it is stilt within the furnace, ensuring a

constant temperature.

The furnace temperature was controlted using a null detector
with analogue output. Temperatures lvere measured with a copper-

constantan thermocouple which was coupled to the temperature controller.
using this arrangement it was possible to regulate temperatures to
wíthin I K.

6.4.3 Low Temperature Insert

This insert, which can onìy be used at 4.2K, is shown in figure
6'4'3-l' The coils were compensated to give magnetization measurements

to an accuracy of 0.0'r%. Here the sampre sits in vacuo..l

: ,, 6.4.4 Sampl e Rod

,:; The sample rod which was used rvith both inserts is shown in figure
6'4'4-1 ' The sampìe holders were hollow aluminum cy]inders closed at one

end and threaded at the other so as to screw on to the bottom of the

.lì sample rod. As previouslJ, Specimens uJere mounted in paraffin wax.
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6.4.5 Integrator

The integrator uras the same as that used with the erectromagnet.

6.4.6 Modifications to the Measuring Technique

Because of flux creep in the superconducting magnet, which is
dealt with more fulty in section 7.7, it was desirable to allow some
time to elapse between extractÍng or inserting the specimen and taking
the reading off the vortmeter. This wourd have ailowed creep to decay.
Any such delay, however, wourd have resurted in contributÍons to the
reading from the integrator's drift and the ronger the time.rapse, the
greater the magnitude of this effect. It was therefore necessary to
employ a technique whereby the sampìe uras successiveìy lowered into and
raised out of the sensing coirs with integrator output vortage.being
read in each position. using these readings it was possibre to make
corrections for the effects of flux creep and integrator drift as shown
bel ow.

Figure 6.4.6_1

during a measurement.

tt. If the integrator

figure is:

shows how integrator output varies with time

Initially the specimen is in the coil for a tíme
drift is b, then the reading at point A in the

VR = btr

then raised out of the coil and kept there for a
The specimen is
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time t2. This co*esponds to point B in the figure. The flux creep
due to the imperfect Meissner effect during a time intervar t is
proportional to 14 Ln(T!) when a specimen has magnetÍzation M.
This has been discussed more fully in section 7.7.

The reading at B is therefore,

VB=VA+c(M+aMLn to+tz

=- )+bteL0

where a is a constant and c is the constant of the coir system that
relates magnetization to the observed reading of voìtage.

The specimen is then reinserted into the coir for a time t3.
The reading at this position (point c in the figure) is:

. vc = VB - c(M + an .Ln+, 1 br:

ThÍs procedure is repeated several times.
The difference between VO and V, is

vBA = c(¡rl + aM Ln\, + btz

The difference between V, and V, is

vBc = c(N + aM Ln+, - brs

The piston which

coils is controì'led by a

moves the sample in

timer whích ensures

and lout of the sensing

that t1=t2=tr= ... -t, Sôy.
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The average dífference between readings does not therefore include the
contribution of drift, since

V=cu(l +aLn-Ï,

i.e. M=KV ,

whereKisaconstant..

Thus, the varue obtained when a number of such measurements are
arranged is once again proportionar to the magnetic moment of the
specimen.

6.4.7 Calibration

Magnetization, it has been shown, is direcily proportionar to
the integrator output, such that M - V.

The necessary calibration h,as performed using an iron specimen
as had been previously done by Rebouillat (1972). The caljbration was
valid in the range 20 to 70k0e. It was observed that K was fierd
dependent and a polynomiaì fit was obtained using a least squares method.

For the high temperature coils,

f(H)H. T.= 52.71536 + 6.7I6BZH + t3.93258H2 - S.8B72BH3
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and for the low temperature coils

rc(H)r_.T.= 53.82651 - 5.BI6le - LW _ t.3g36e + 0.2gts3

_ 0.0q3377 * QS€ 
,

where H is in kOe.

6.5 Experimental Observations

6.5.1 Demagnetizins Factors

The demagnetizing factor, N is defÍned by Bozorth (rg5r) in the
rel a ti onsh i p,

HO=NI ,

where Ho is the demagnetizing fietd and I is the intensity of magnetiz_
at i on.

The effective fieìd on the specimen,

H=Hu_HO ,

where Hu is the applied field.
Thus,

Hu = NI + H (0.5.r-r)

Initiaììy H is zero, because the demagnetizing fieìd perfectìy
compensates the applied field. In this region therefore, a linear
relationship between appìied fierd and magnetization exists and the
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demagnetizing coefficient is obtained from the siope of the graph.
B was obtained in the unmagnetized state. Its initiar magnetiz_

ation was found to vary ìinearry with appried fierd. Such behaviour
means that either there are no obstacres to domain wart motion, or,any
obstacles that are present are uniformly distributed. If the former istrue' eq'(6'5.r-r) is obeyed and the srope of.this rinear region wi'
give N. These measurements were made at room temperature in the
el ectromagnet.

Alr specimens were either prolate or obrate eìtipsoids. Their
theoretical demagnetizing coefficients were obtained by measuring their
dimensions and referring to the charts of Osborn (.1945). These values
were compared with the varues of N determined experimenta.r.ry.

Tabre 6-5.r-r exhibits the resurts of these determinations.
Agreement between both sets of values are excellent, ranging from 96 to
100%. This is consistent with the type of behaviour that is disp.layed
by a soft ferromagnet in which there is no trapping of domain wails.

6.5.2 ReversibiIitv of Magnetization

A virgin specimen was magnetized in the erectromagnet at room
temperature in incrementaìly increasing fieìds. Each insertion into the
magnet was fotowed by measurement of magnetic moment and remanence.
Initiaty the magnetization was a'rmost compìeteìy reversibre with
coercivity rising to 0.r5k0e when a magnetic intensity of 4g.6 emu/g



N

from magnetization
measurements

Table 6.5.t_l

Comparison of Demagnetizing Factors

5.lB

4.84

4.16

2.59

N

from
dimensions

1,1

4.96

4.71

4.17

2.56

Difference
(as a percentage)

4.4

2.8

0.2

1.2

F¡
N)

C^t
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was reached. This occurred when a fierd of 2k0e had been appried and
is shown in figure 6.s.2-1. However, as seen in the same figure, when
the field was increased to Z.5k0e, the specimen reached an intensity
of 75.0 emu/g, which was rater discovered to be its saturation
intensity and the coercivity jumped to its maximurn value for that
specimen of 14.6k0e.

The departure of magnetization from a reversible path coincided
with the appearance of a non-zero effective. fierd and occu*ed onry
when the magnetic moment had reached 6s% of its saturation moment.
This meant that 82% of the volume was magnetized in the forward direct-
ion and 18% in the reverse direction, indicating that domain walls were
free to sweep through 82% of the specimen with litre or no impedance.
Since the maximum demagnetizing fierd was reached short.ry after the
first appearance of hysteresis, it seems apparent that trapping of
domain walls is a highly localized phenomenon.

Coercivi tv

Measurements of coercive fierd were made in the superconducting
magnet' using the appropriate inserts. The specimen was first magnetized
to saturation in a fierd of 75k0e and then graduarìy demagnetized. An
entire major hysteresis loop was obtained and the field at which magnet-
ization disappeared, the coercive field, u.¡as thus determined. This
procedure was followed for each specimen at 4.2,71, 200 and 300K.

t..::

6.5.3
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Table 6'5'3-t gives the variation of coercivity with temperature
for each specimen. These coercivities, when normarised at r7K, ôFê, ôs
shown ín figure 6.s.3-r, consistent with the data of Benz and Martin
(1972) which has been dÍscussed in sectio n 4.14.

Figure 6-s.3-z is the demagnetizing portion of the hysteresis
ìoop obtained for specimen B at 200K. It was typicar of ail the roops
observed in its ,squane, shape, indicative of the hardness of the
material

6.5.4 Discussion

The resurts of sections 6.5.r and 6.5.2 show that domain wails
are able to move without hindrance over BZ% of the material. The large
coercivities that appear shortìy after the first evidence of domain wall
pinning indicate that pinning sites are concentrated at certain regions
and are not evenly distributed throughout the material. This is
consistent with observations made by Livingston (rg73) in which he used
the Ke* effect to show that pinning sites in sintered Smco5 were
concentrated at grain boundaries.

The resulting picture therefore, is of a material in which domain
walls are able to move freeìy through the bulk of the material, but are
trapped by highly localized concentrations of pinning sites. This is
extremely significant, for it is an impor:tant basis of the model developed
in chapters 3 and 4.



Specímen

lperature (K)

Table 6.5.3_l

Measured Coercive Fields (kOe)

20.50

38.5s

43.70

20.20

35.47

46. 90

16.02

30. 50

36.10

11 .74

22.44

25.33

l\)\
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7.1 Introduction

Consider a magnetic field app'lied to a ferromagnetic material.
If the field is suddeniy changed, the resulting change in the material,s
magnetization is more graduaì (Figure 7.r-1). This time ìag is, in
many cases, due to eddy currents, but in some materials the change in
magnetization persists for too long to be exp'lained away by this
phenomenon. These materials are said to exhibit ,magnetic viscosity,.

Experiments by Street and woolley (1g4g) demonstrated that for
alnico, the change in magnetization per unit volume varied linearly with
the logarithm of time:

tI=SLnt

S is known as the viscosity parameter.

This logarithmic behaviour is also exhibited by Smco5 as shown

by the experimenta'r resurts detaired rater in this chapter. This
impìies the presence of a range of activation energies, as wi'll be shown

bel ow.

7.2 viscosity with a Ranqe of Activation Enerqies

The folìowing treatment is essentiaììy that of Gaunt (.,976).

From eq .(3.7-l') we had:

r-1 = c exp(#).
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Figure 7.1-1 - Magnetic after-effect
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Then, if I0 is the saturation magnetization and I is the
magnetization per unit volume at time t,

dI ^,_
åå = -r(to + I) explþ , (7.2-1)

where E is the activation energy required to jump over ba*iers
in a reverse field, H.

Integratíng eq . (7 .Z-1),

I = 2ro exp[-ct exp(þ] - ,o (t.z_z)

l¡Je see that if E has a singre varue, I must then vary exponentia-ily
with time.

Suppose, however, that there exists a range of activation
energies and the baffiers have an energy dependent distribution functìon
f(E), such that:

-Ï 
ttE)dr = 1

Then, eq.(7.2-Z) is rewritten as:

r = zro 7 "*of-ct exp(#l:rtE)dE - ro
0

(t.z-s)

where the integraì is ca*ied out over positive energies onìy, because
negative activation energies correspond to instantaneous reversals
which are not observed in an after effect measurement.
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Differentiating eq. (7 .Z_3) with respect to Lnt,

dIi
T(@ = -2ro / ct exp(urÉ) .*o[-ct exp(#l]rfrlo,

0

Let

À = cr ."p(#)

Then eq .(7.2-4) reads:

tr*, = -2roi 
^ 

.ro(-r)f(E)¿r
0

Since r exp(-r) is a sharply

(7.2-4)

(7.2-5)

(7.2-6)

val ues over

compa¡.i son,

a very smal I range of E

we can write

spiked function, with non zero

and sínce f(E) varies slowìy in

where E' =

its maximum

From

Then,

- ho,

ï^
0

Ct
kT Í exp(-r)¿r

0

-kr[1 - exp(-ct¡1

åitt, = -Zrsr(E') 7 À exp(-r)¿r
0

kT L:nCt , thê val ue

valueatÀ=l
eq.(7.2-s),

d¡. --

exp(-r)dE =

of the energy when

(7.2-7)

.r exp(-r) takes
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Substituting this into eq .(7.2_6), if Ct ¡¡ .l 
,

*i^, = 2lekrf (E') = S, say. (7.2-B)

In many experiments, this srope s is a constant for a time range
0'5 to J000 seconds. This implies that the distribution function f(E,)
does not vary for the energy range 24.3kr to 3r.gkr. viscosity
experiments therefore serve to probe the distribution of energy ba*iers
over a range of approximately 7.6kT.

7.3 Effect of Change Due to the Magnetic Field

Differentiating eq.(l.Z_Z),

zloh cr exp(#)["*p -ct
"*pr#)l (]fr1, or

r*4'),

or

rrr#)i 2rer exp(-r) (åF)r ¿e

the expnession for a singìe activation in the range

entire range of activation energies therefore,

EtoE
This is

+ dE.

Over the

kr(#) = 2Io
T

Ix
0

exp(-.rl rffrt, f (E)dE
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Assume once again that (åål_rrEl is srowìy varying, compared,tl 
T

with the spiked function Àexp(-l).

, âI 'l¡F-)f is the irreversible susceptib.ility, x.¡r.

Then,

ot xi ,, = 2ro(åñ')-r(¡') i ^.*p(-r)dE (2.¡-l)To
where once again

E' = kT ln(Ct)

Comparison of eqs.(7.2-l) and (7.3-1) show that

ar r -kT(dtr I = 
Xitr ,,Fr,

This expression uses the irreversibre susceptibirity xi*.

Xi., and S can be determined experimentaily at a particuìar
temperature and thus the value of (*å) can be obtained for the barrierso, T , j,.active during the experiment 

il-:,,,,,,,,,..¡

i,, .:' , ,.i.:,An expression for the theoretical distribution of energy baryiers ,:,,':,,,'.,,,t,
:: : -'-:_

has already been derived as

râEr _ -4nNly5z,rHrT - -T- (3.5-6)

The parameters for this expression have been carcurated in
chapter 4 by combining the micromagnetic calculation of chapter 4 with
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the paraboric force moder of chapter 3. A purery theoreticar tåå)l ,

which is the value at the coercive fi.eld, Hc, can thus be obtained.
The resurts from eqs.(3.5-6) and (l.s-z¡ may be compared.

,

7.4 Demagnetization corrections, to the viscosity parameter, ,s

' As the magnetization changes.due to thermal activation, the
,l

' demagnetizing field will change. This causes a further change in
i magnetization which wilt also be recorded as an after-effect. The

total after-effect, therefore, is not caused entirely by thermal
r activation and the folìowing comection must be made if the true

viscosity coefficient is to be calculated.

If I is the observed change in magnetizatioh, the rate of change

of I with Lnt is given by:

dI -âI AIdH
î(ry\-t) = l(m) " ãF afmt e.4-1)

The change in the demagnetizing fierd for a magnetization
change dI, when D is the demagnetizing coefficient is:

dH = -DdI e.4_Z)

The observed viscosity coefficient,

c -dI'obs - f(m) (7 .4-3)



âI.c - irr'- aTm)

From eqs.(1.+-+) and (7 .4-l) therefore,

S'= x sXim

(7 .4-4)

(t.q-s)

over the measurement.

to (7.4-S) inro eq .(7.+-l), we

(7.4-6)

::.: .ti:
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The susceptibil ity,

*=(#)

where we assume that ¡ is invariant
Substituting from eqs .(7.4-Z)

get

sobs = s' - Dxsobs

Not,J,

lI = XAH

and

olir" = XiraÂH )

where Ii., is the imeversibre change in magnetization.

Let

Then,

¿I.lrr

But

ct - âI' - í(m)

=T'0,
(7 .4-7)
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and this is the correction to

Substituting this into

Substituting inro eq .(7.4_S),

g = E-ot!ir.l,L X JoDs

the observed viscosity.

eq.(7 3-Z), we get:

,þ,

where Sob, is the observed viscosity coefficient and
susceptibil ity.

(7.4-8)

x is the magnetic

7.5 Quantum Mechanical Tunneling

Magnetic after-effect is observed when domain waJJs receive
enough energy to overcome energy barriers. In the preceding chapters
thermar activation of wats has been considered and with such a model
the magnitude of after effect wiil be temperature dependent. However,
Egami (.l973) has observed that below l0K, Dy has a temperature
independent after-effect, impìying the presence of some other mechanism.
This can be understood if the system is treated quantum mechanicaììy,
rather than crassica'ry as has heretofore been done. The wa, is now
treated as a particle of finite mass, sitting in a potential well. Alt.
facets of a quantum mechanical prob'lem can therefore be exhibited and
the most important of these is the phenomenon of tunneìing through the
energy barrier.
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Egami (rglg) rras shown theoreticar ry that the temperature at
which tunneling begins to dominate thermal activation as a mechanism
for domain walì escape is consistent with his experimental observations.

In the experiments on smcos that were carried out in this study,
no measurable after-effects were observed at 4.2K. This is consistent
with model carcurations in secti on r.8.3 v,¡hich showed that after_
effect at this temperature wou'ld be smaller than experimental e*or.
since thermal activation effects are less evident at low temperatures,
any after-effect at this temperature may be adduced to tunneìing.. The
apparent absence of such effects wourd seem to impry that tunnering
effects are negTigibìy small in SmCo5, as the following calculation
s hows .

If a particre of mass M and zero kinetic energy attempts to
tunnel through a rectangurar energy ba*ier of height E and width t,
the probability of penetrating the barrier is, from FermÍ (1g4g),

Pr=Cexp ¡-ZçUt'-,þ1
trz

where C is a constant and

in eq.(3.2-t).

Thus,

escape, it

may be regarded as the attack frequency used

The probability of escape by thermal activatÍon is

(7.5-t )

(s.z-r¡

as the mode
of

if
is

p =cexp(S)

tunneling is to dominate thermal activation
pìain from eqs.(7.5-t) and (3.7_t) ti¡at
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z(?-'z)z . i e.s-z)h2 
- kr

ln the present prob'rem the shape of the barrier is not rectan_
gular. However, since an exact solution is not required, the foìlowing
treatment may be used.

As seen in figure 3.4-r, the erement of waï' rdr has to travel
a distance z-zo before it escapes. Then, if the wail has an area a,

and from section 3.4,

Mr2 = offþ o, (1 _ fi,* L 17.s_3)

at2 = [ 2nr(z-zo)'d.

| = io,t+r)2¿R
where

and vU-
Bnv2A ' (7 .s-4)

the mass per unit area of the wall (Morrish 1965)

In eq. (l.S-4), v is the Larmor precession frequun.y, ffi , i:.,:,,:.where e is the electronic charge in emu, '"' 
¡,'.,,1t',,,,

m is the electronic mass

and g is the Landé g_factor, equa.l to 2.

;-i:a .1 
_:
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Thisgives v =1.76x102H2

The height of the energy barrier is, from eq.(3.S_4),

E = 2nNyb2(l f t (z.s-s¡ ,,,,1,,,:, 
,','-._:' : :'

Substituting for Mt2 and E from eqs.(7.5-3) to (t.S_5) and
remembering that from eq'(3.7-r), E = 25kr for thermar activation to 

, ,,,., ,.,,take place, the temperature at which tunne'ring begins to dominate ..,.,..,,.,..;

thermal activation,

(7.5-6)Tr = f(son)',, ïi',:l,r,u #y"ru/,
From section 3.6, N = 4.929

and L = 9.g65.

Also, from chapter 4,

and

at 4.2K. It wiil be assumed that these varues are invariant at row
temperatures. Eartier in this section, it was seen that v = r .76x107H2.

y = 80 erg/cm2 ,

b = lxl0-7cm ,

Ho= 5xl0a0e , ì,.,.i,,':.',t,:.,,'.
'j-'-:: 

: :. :_..

I = lXlQ3emU/Cm3 1,,,,',,.,'.:'.,,,).i.
.:.:::;:r::;;:

A = 7xlO-7erg/cm ,
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Substituting the above values into eq .(7.5_6) gives

Tt= 2.0 x l0-2K

Therefore tunnering begins to dominate thermaJ activation onry
below temperatures of the order of r0-2K. since thermar activation
effects at even 4.ZK could not be measured, tunneJing cou.ld not have
played a part in the measurements of magnetíc after-effect that were
camied out in this study.

7.6 Experimental Technique

Magnetic after-effect was measured in the erectromagnet using,
by and 'large, the same apparatus as that used for magnetization
measurements and described in chapter 6.

The flux change measured here was that due to thermal activation
and the specimen therefore sat in the field and sensing coi.l throughout
the measurement. The experimentar procedure v'as as forows. The
specimen was p'raced in a ìarge forward fierd and then withdrawn. A
reverse field was then generated and the specimen thrust into thisfield' The change in magnetization after the initial instantaneous
domain reversar process and after drift in the erectronics had been
subtracted, was the magnetic after-effect. This was observed on a chart
recorder connected to the output of the integrator. The chart paper
moved at a speed of g inches per minute. Measurements were taken to
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64 seconds. Totar magnetization was measured by removing the specimen
frorn the coil as described earlier.

The theory used was the one where a range of activation energies
was assumed, suggesting a rogarithmic variation in time as given by
eq'(7'2-8)' To verify that the variation of magnetization was indeed
logarithmic in time and not exponential, it was necessary to measure
time from as crose to t = 0 as possib're. To faciritate this, a pressure-
activated microswitch for the integrator was attached to the sample
holder. t'rhen the specimen was thrust into the magnetic fierd, the
switch made contact with the superstructure of the magnet, turning on the
integrator. This eriminated any derays that may have been caused by
manual switching. The microswitch was positioned so as to turn on the
integrator on]y when the entire sampìe v{as in the sensing region.

using this system time effects were measured at fierds of up to
l7k0e at temperatures ranging from 4.2K to room temperature (2g5K).

7.7 Flux Creep caused þy the Superconducting Magnet

Magnetic frux cannot penetrate type I superconductor^s. The
phenomenon of instantaneous flux expulsion as such a material ìs cooled
to its superconducting state is known as the Meissner effect. Type II
superconductors exhibit the incompìete Meissner effect, where the
expulsion of flux is more gradual. Here, if a magnetized sþecimen is
placed in the vicinity of a superconductor, flux which initiaìly
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penetrates the superconductor will, with time, be expelled and there
wilr be a graduar increase in the concentration of ftux in the space
between the specimen and the superconductor.

since superconducting magnets are made of type II superconductors,
they exhibit the incomplete Meissner effect. l^rhen a magnetized specimen
is thrust into the magnet therefore, the flux change caused by the
initiat change in magnetization is followed by a sìower increase caused
by the expulsion of flux from the magnet windings. This time effect wilî
be detected by the sensing coit which sits within the magnet and around
the specimen.

Rebouillat (1972) has shown that when a specimen has a magnetic
moment, M the change in flux, Aó, with time, ;, is given by:

ÁÞ - M 2nt-!-tot
where te is a constant dependent on the base of the .rogarithm. 

This
expression is valid to a time t = .l40 

seconds.

aq is 'rogarithmic with time and is therefore difficurt to
separate from the magnetic after-effect which is arso Jogarithmic.

To measure magnetic after-effect, the field must be changed. Such
a change wirl 0nce again resurt in frux creep that wi, be measured in
the sensing coils' Since magnetic viscosity effects are most observable
at smail times, it is not feasibre to wait untiì creep.dies a'ray.

Both these effects therefore wit.r be seen in any measurement of
after-effect and when trial measurements were made, it was observed that
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they totaty domfnated and as a resurt obscured the true magnetic
viscosity of the specimen.

consequenily, magnetic after-effect courd not be measured at
high fietds in the superconducting magnet, using .the available systems.
This restricted viscosity measurements to the erectromagnet and a
maximum fie'ld of l7k0e.

7.8 Experimental Observations

7.8.1 Determining the Energ.y Barrier Distribution, f*t),

l

Magnetic after-effect was measured for each sampìe at temperatures
I of 4'2' 77' 200 and 2g5K. The experimental technique has been described
i in section 7.6.

i 
Measurements were made at various fields. For each individual

fierd the co*ected magnetization change was pìotted against the
ìogarithm of time' The graphs were observed to be rinear, verifying

' 
tq'(7'2-8) which was valid when a range of activation was present. The
s'lope' sobsr wâS calcuJated. This was the observed viscosity.coefficient
of the specimen at that field and temperature.

Since magnetization, M, was measured for each after-effect

, 
teasurement' it was possible to calculate the effective field on the
specimen.
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Effective field,

Heff=Ha-DM,

where Hu is the appÏied fierd and D is the demagnetizing coefficient,
determined in section 6.6..l.

The specimen sees this effective fierd and not the
It is therefore the more fundamentar quantity and future
'field' in this chapter wirì be to the effective fierd.

M was protted against H.r, and the susceptibi'rity ¡ was thus
calculated at the fierds at which after-effect was measured, giving a

set of simultaneous varues of sob, and x. (Figure 7.g.r-r shows the
variation of sob, and x with fierd for specimen c at 200K). using these
values in eq '(l'+-e¡, råå), was calcurated. It was convenient to pìot
tåt)',- against Heff I and.,l.r, g"uphs were pìotted at temperatures of
77'200 and 295K for ail three specimens. They are shown in figures
7.8.1-2 to 7.8-r-4. It can be seen in ail cases trrat (ffi), decreases as
the field increases.

The theoreticar varues ot (*F) which were carcurated from
eq.(3.5-6) and shown in tabre 7.g.r-ttu". arso p'rotted on these graphs.
As mentioned in section 7.7, it was onìy possible to measure after-effect
in the electromagnet and as such, an experimental value of (*å) at the
coercive field could not be obtained for a direct comparison *llr, tn.
theoretical values. However, in all cases, the graphs appear to extra_
polate to rhe rheorericat fåF)r

applied field.

references to
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Table 7.8.1_l

Variation with Temperature

Energy/Field parameter for

of the

o
a 75A Inhomogeneity

râE'-(4
(lO-to erg/0e)

4.2

77

200

300

3.376

2.869

3.389

4.257
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7.8.2 Specimen History and After_Effect

Figure 7.8.2-1 is a sketch of the typicar hysteresis roop
measured in the erectromagnet for a specimen that had previousry been
placed in the superconducting magnet. The obvious asymmetry of the
loop is purely a result of the small fields available in the electro-
magnet. The initial ,saturation, magnetization would therefore be
different at the points A and B. After-effect measurements were
carried out in the usuar manner, starting at point A and then repeated
with B as the new starting point. The two sets of data were processed
and the calcuJated quantÍties compared.

However, whire the differences between the two sets of varues
of sob, and x for specimen c at 295K are p]ain]y seen in figure 7.g.2-2,
as figure 7.8.2-3 shows, tåF)r itserf was independent of the starting
point and depended on'ly on thå effective observation field. This field
is, in fact, the coercive field of that portion of the specimen that is
undergoing reversaì of its magnetization through therma'r activation.
tþ, is therefore seen to have a constant varue at the coercive fierd
at that temperature. The impìications of this result will be discussed
in secti on 1.9.

7.8.3 Measurements at 4.2K

No measureabre after-effect was seen at ìiquid herium temperatures.
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Magneti zati on

Field

Figure 7.8.2-1 - Ih. sketch of an ,unbalanced,
hysteresis ìoop.
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This is, in fact, as expected as the forlowing carcuration shows.

Because of electronic noise, the lowest usable range of the
chart recorder was the SmV fulr scare (r00 units) range. To make a

measuremeht, êh after-effect of at least I unit in 16 seconds was

necessary.

The smallest observable measurement Ís therefore Sxl0-2mV in
16 seconds which corresponds to a varue of s of r .25 x 1|-sv/rogzt

To convert this to units of emu/g/Lnt, it is necessary to
mul ti ply thi s val ue by .ì,500 for al I specímens.

Thus, the smallest measureable value of the viscosity
coefficient is 6.25 x l0-3emu/g.

If the SmCo5 magnet material
o

l00A , the expected value of (þ
(Tabre 7.8.r-r). 

-" 7

l^le had

r*F), = -krð

- Dispensing with the coryections, because in the measuring field
range x,ì,5x.l}-aemu/g/0e and xD is consequently negìigible, the expected
value of s at 4.zK in this range of fierd is g.5 x rO-aemu/g, which is
less than a seventh of the smailest measurabre varue. Indeed, this
theoretical value is the value at the coercive field and is therefore
much smaller than the viscosity coefficient that can be expected at
fÍelds in the measuring range.

1,57

contains pìanar Sm2Co ;- af thickness

at 4.ZK is -3.4.l1 x l0-t6erg/0e

(t.s-z)
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7.9 Variation of ,þ, with Fietd

As seen in sections 7.r and 7.g.1, ít was not possibre to measure
magnetic after-effect at the carcurated coercive fierds. However, the
fact that viscosity effects were observed at lower fields suggests that
the material has within it regions having a range of coercivities smaller
than the calculated one.

The carcurations of sections 4.9 and 4.r5 show that coercivity
can decrease as inhomogeneity thickness decreases, or when grain size
increases and multiple walls are present. Houvever, wÍth the exception
of inhomogeneity thicknesses which approached the critical thickness,
all such cases of reduced coercivity gave vaìues of ({$) which, as
seen in figure 7.g-1' were smater in magnitude than rn.tuurue at the
previously ca'lcu'lated coercive field. This was inconsistent with the
experimentar data and wourd seem to rure out grain and inhomogeneity
dimension as the major cause of the observed reduced coercivities.

A factor that has an even greater beai^ing on the coercive field
is the anisotropy constant. l^/hen the difference between the anisotropy
constants of the smco5 matrix, K1 ând the sm2co17 inhomogeneity, K2 was
reduced, the decrine in coercivity was accompanied by a rise in (+s) as
shown in figure 7.9-2 for a rooi inhomogeneity at 77K. This .,r, ;; I..;,
the trend fotowed by the experimentar data of secti on 7.7.

Using the theoretical curves in figure 7.g_2, the comesponding
values ot r*5)r for a given coercivity can be determined. For exampìe,
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a K1-K2 value of 2x107er:g/cn3 is seen to cause a coercivity of l2k0e.
This, in turn, comesponds to u f$r), of 9.lxl0_t6er 9/0et, which is
consistent with the measured varue ui ttut temperature. 

'vera, 
the

corre'lation between coercivity and ,þ, when K1_K2 is varied is in
fairly good agreement with the experimentar findings.

varying anisotropy constants is not as arbitrary a procedure
as it may seem. section 2.3 describes how, during the sintering
process, factors such as the addition of samarium_rich ailoys and
oxidation can give rise to the presence of non-stoichiometric sm_co
compounds which can arter the crystaìrine anisotropy as shown by
Déportes' Girord, Schweizer and Tasset (role¡ for yco5. The different
coercÍvities could conceivably be the result of deviations from
stoíchiometry within the material.

Another reason that may be adduced for varying K is that
whereas the calculations assume a model of a smco5 matrix which contains
a slab of Sm2co17, in practice there is bound to be a region between the
two distinct phases in which some mixing takes prace, resuìting once
again in a smaller effective value of Ki_Kz. ,

lnlhire reducing the difference between K1 and K2 produces the
desired trend -n rft)r, it is to be expected that other factors, such
as variation in inhomogeneity thickness, wil.l also influence the observed
value.
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7.10 Discussion

The change in magnetization caused by thermar activation has
been shown to vary tinearry with the rogarithm of time. This supports
the concept of a range of activation energies within the material as
described in section 7.2. It must be noted here that at ìarge times
it is difficult to distinguish between this'logarithmic variation and
the inverse exponentiar dependence of eq.(7.2-2) which is varid for
a single activation energy. The difference between the two reration_
ships is most evident at sma'll times and this is where the ro.le of the
microswitch is crucial.

For satisfactory comparison of theory with experiment, experimen_
tal resurts must be reproducibre. yamada, yamada and 

'no 
(lsls¡ have

observed that in samarium-cobart magnets the viscosity coefficient
depended on specimen history. This is confirmed in the present study.
However, it was arso observed here that the quantitv 

Çfr), was indepen_
dent of history and depended only on the effective field at the time of
measurement. It can therefore be compared with the theoreticaìry
obtained values of table 7.8..|-t.

This lack of dependence or (þ_ on the demagnetizing path chosen
has further significance. Combining.1r.f3.5_6) and (3. l_Z),the
relationship between the therma'ty activated coercive fierd, Hc, and the
absolute zero coercivity, He' of the region undergoing reversar is
derived as:
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Hr=ll-'-25kT.,c ,r0 _ 
Ã_,rHrT

Since a one-to-one correspondence exists between H^, an¿ (*F) ,
the reproducibility of rrutr)r teils us that even thounn rnf ,trr"rliri*
of the particres undergoing reversar at a particurar fietd may be
changing' the intrinsic coercivities of the individual partictes them-
selves remain constant. This is true even in the case of murtipre
double walls, for as section 4..l5 illustrates, b depends on He and not
on wall multiplicity, while y wiì.1 hardìy change. fåF)f does not there_
fore depend on the number of walìs present.

As in figures 7.8.1_Z to ,T.B.Z_4 illustrate, extrapolation to
higher fields of the experimental (*F)_ values provide good agreement
with theoretical calcuJations. ru"n tl. ,no¡rervability of after-effect
at the liquid herium temperature has been predicted. since (þ_ is a.,7quantity that stems directy from the pinning modeì and Ís affected
entirely by the concepts therein, the resurts in this chapter wouJd seem
to verify the model.

Note must also be taken of the range of coercivities observed at
each temperature. As the preceding section ilJustrates, a plausible
expìanation for this phenomenon may be the presence of non-stoichiometric
phases of the sm-co arìoys under consideration. Grain size and
inhomogenity thickness wou'rd appear to be rured out as possibre causes.

In summary then, the after-effect measurements detailed in this
chapter serve first of alr to confirm the varidity of the interaction
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1,6 4

model of chapter 3. Beyond that though, they complement previously
calculated and measured resurts to yierd information about the
natur:e of the sintered smco5 magnet ailoy and the underlying causes
of its coercivity.
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B. I Introduction

Barkhausen (r9r9) observed that magnetization changes in ferro_
magnets were discontinuous. These discontinuities reflected the fact
that changes in magnetization lvere caused by irreversible domain wall
movements from pinning site to pinning site, rather than by a gradual
change of magnetization within domains, lending further credence to the
theory that there was free movement of domain walls within the butk of
the material ' If the incremental changes in magnetization are measured
therefore, the vor ume traversed by individua.r domain wa.r r s between
pinning sites can be estimated with some confidence.

8.2 Observation of the Effect

The electromagnet and the sensing coil system detailed in section
6.3 were used with a cathode ray osciiloscope connected across the
terminals of the coir so as to give a direct measure of the rate of
change of flux through the coiì, instead of the integrated signaì obtain-
ed earlier. A variabre resistance was pìaced in paraìrer with the
sensing coils and adjusted so as to damp out any oscillations. It was
found that a resistance of 7000e was suitabre for this purpose.

r^Jhen the magnetic moment of the vorume-within the sensing coiìs
changed, the magnetic frux through the coirs was artered and an induced
e'm'f' was estabrished in the coir circuit as has been discussed more
fully in section 6.2. This e.m.f. disappeared when the frux became



stable and the net result
spike in the trace of the

the spike was proportional

change in magnetization.
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of the process t,,ras an approximately trianguler
oscilloscope (figure B.Z_l). The area below

to the total flux change and therefore to the

9.3 Cal ibration

The system was caribrated. by. inserting a specÍmen of known moment
into the coir. The height and width of the resurting spike were readoff the screen of the oscilloscope and the area was calculated in unitsof (e'm'f') ' (time) . The resul ting cal ibration factor was l .55xl0s
e.m.u./volt.second.

8.4 Experimental Techniques

Measurements on a'n three sampres (B,c and M) were caryied out in
the folìowing manner.

A sampre was praced in a rarge forward fierd and then removed.
The magnetic fierd was reversed and the specimen was reinserted. After
a brief f'lumy of spikes on the screen, caused by the initia.l magnetiz_
ation change, the frequency of their appearance diminished and it was
possible to distinguish individuaì spikes. From the dimensions of a
number of spikes it was possibre to obtain the range of changes in magnet_
i za ti on.

Motion of a rg0o domain warr resuJts in reversar of magnetization



FÍgure 8.2-1 - Typíca'l output trace seen on screen of theCRO during à measurement of Bãrkhauseneffecr. The shaded ;Ë; i, ãöp.orimaredto be rhe area under tñã iõitã.
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in the area through which the wat has passed. The observed change in
magnetization therefore corresponded to twice the magnetic moment of
this area and this had to be taken into account when carcurating the
magnetic moment.

Since the magnetization of SmCo5 was known, the volume of the
domain corresponding to the observed spike courd be evaruated.

169

Observati ons v,rere

w'ith the electromagnet.

effect.

made throughout the range of fierds avairab.re
The necessary comections were made for image

No substructure was observed in the spikes, imp.rying that trapping
was a single event and that there u/as no partial trapping within domains
in the reverse fields that were used.

A preponderance of rarger spikes were observed at rower fierds.
l^lhile this was an essentia.lly qual itative observation, it was noticeable
enough to strongìy suggest that ìarger domains had, in generaì, lower
coercivities' This is supportive of the theoretical findings of section
4.ts.

convincing evidence that domain warì trapping takes prace onry at
grain boundaries is presented in tabie g.5-r. The measured maximum and
minimum domain volumes and coffesponding dimensions are compared with the
observations of grain size by optica] microscopy of section 5.b. The
upper limits are in agreement within a few microns, while the lower.limits



Specimen
Max. Domain

Vol ume
(.l0-z q¡s)

Table 8.5_l

Comparison of Grain and Domain Sizes

Min. Domain
Vol ume

( 10- z ç¡¡a )

Max. Domain
Dimens i on

(u)

MÍn. Domain
D imens i on

(u)

Max. Grafn
Dimens i on

(u)

Min. Grain
Dimensi on

(u)

l-J\
O
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also agree reasonably weìì if the experimental uncertainty in the
Barkhausen observation, which is + 257 for the dimension at this rimit,
is taken into account. This resuìt suggests that grains and domains
are synonymous in sintered smco5 and that there is free movement of
domain walls within grairs, with the boundaries acting as pinning sites,
as Livingston (lglS). has showr, using Kerr effect observations.

The tabre aìso indicates that specimen B has a rarger overarl
domainsizethaneitherCorM'l.lhenthisiscorrelatedwiththe

measurements of coercivíty of section 6.b.3, the implication once again i

is that the larger the size of the grain, the lower the coercive field.
In summary, the measurements of Barkhausen effect detaired in

this chapter yield valuable information about the mechanism of domain i

wall motion and confirm some of the underìying assumptions of the theory i

developed in chapters 3 and 4. i
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9.1 Pinning, Nucleation and Micromagnetic Model

The causes of the rarge coercivities exhibited by Smco5 ailoys
have undergone extensive investigation. The two mechanisms that are
generally proposed are the pinning of domain walls (Zijlstra l9Z0) and
the difficulty of nucreating reverse domains (Becker 1g7o). In this
study it is suggested that when two winding rg0o wails meet in the
presence of an inhomogeneity of lower wall energJ, they are bound rather
than annihilated, producing a 3600 domain wail. Nucleation is therefore
merely the unpinning of the rg0o wail pair. using such a hypothesis,
the micromagnetic model of chapter 4 was developed.

The moder is based upon the concept of pinning of domain wails
by regions of rower warì energy within the matrix. It has been assumed
that the inhomogeneity is discontinuous and manifests itself in p-lanar
form. Livingston (.l973) has shown, using Kem microscopy, that domain
wall pinning in sintered smco5 takes p]ace at grain boundaries. This
has been confirmed by observations of the Barkhausen effect described in
chapter 8' which demonstrated that the size of individual domain revers-
als co*esponded to the actuar grain vorume to within a few percent.
Discontinuous pinning is further supported by the observations of chapter
6 which show that the domain wail is abre to move freely over g2% of the
material before any sizeabre trapping occurs. This feature of pinning
at grain boundaries may be contrasted with the intra-grain pinning

the
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observed in co-cu-Fe-Sm magnets (Livingston rgTs). den Broeder and

Ziilstra figla) have examined the behaviour of coercivity with heat
treatment and microstructure in sintered smco5. using 'rong annearing

times they induced rarge scale precipitation of sm2co1 7 and Sm2co7

within grains. These phases acted as nucleation centres, producing

reduced coercivities. This further comoborates the findings that the
large coercivities which have been observed in this study are caused

by pinning at grain boundaries.

The composition of the pinning site has been open to some

speculation. Searle and Garrett (1g74) have suggested that pure cobalt
is a possible inhomogeneity, while westendorp (1970) has consfdered the
possibiìity of absorbed hydrogen as the pin. In the present study it
has been suggested that the cobalt-rich sm2co17 phase acts as the
pinning materiaì. unfortunateìy the evidence for this is not conclusive
as exp'lained further in chapter 5. It seems crear however, that some

material other than smco5 characterizes grain boundaríes. Fidler,
Kirchmayr and l¡Jernisch (1979) have shown that sm2co17 precipitates form
a coherent precipitate in the SmCo5 matrix with c-axes of the two phases

paral'leì and the basal axes rotated in 30o wÍth respect to each other.
Khan and Qureshi (.l923) have claimed that Sm2co,: is aìways present,
regardless of the type of heat treatment.

The major fairing of the present study was the inabi.rity to
positively identify the intra-grain inhomogeneity, as detailed in chapter
5. An alternate method of preparing specimens to be examined in the
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electron microscope such as ion beam thinning, or the use of a different
electropolishing solution may provide information on the nature of the
grain boundary.

Anothe¡: possibre cause of pinning was the presence of smco5
crystatites which had not been properry arigned during sintering. since
the misorientation is quite small, the resulting coercïvity may be
expected to be row, but this intra-grain pinning may exprain the sma'
coercivities of q,r00 0e that are initiaty observed in the specimen
(section 6.5.2).

Most of these assumptions have been incorporated into the calcul-
ations of chapter 4' The agreement between the calculated coercìvity
for a variety of inhomogeneity thicknesses and experimental determinat-
ions of coercivity is very good. particuìarry striking is the degree
of correlation with the curve of normalised coercivity versus temperature
which Benz and Martin (lolz¡ have propounded as a universar curve.
considering that the only parameter that was varied was the inhomogeneity
thickness and that the sensitivity to even this parameter was relativeìy
insignificant, it must be concruded that the moder and the assumptions
incorporated within it have been adequate'ry vaìidated.

using the moder, a critica'r inhomogeneity thickness has been
determined, berow which no pinning can take pìace. This may explain why
bulk samples of SmCo5 exhibit negìigible coercivities, while ìiquid phase
sintered magnets have rarge coercivfties. The rore of the sintering
process may be to enrarge the intergrain inhomogeneìty region.



9.2 Thermal Activation and Magnetic After_Effect

Using a simple paraboìic force model, the interaction between a
domain wall and a pinning site has been described in chapter 3. This
model predicts that the activation energy, which is the energy that the
trapped warr requires for escape, is rerated to the magnetic fierd by
a two-thirds power relationship (eq.(f.:-S¡¡.

This is, in fact the retationship obeyed by the activation energy
calculated using the micromagnetic model of chapter 4. gne is thereforejustified in'rinking the two moders and parameters such as the inter_
action distance can be caJcuJated.

The concepts of the interaction moder are quite basic, with the
additional refinement of the 'blister' which enables the continuous-ly
pinned warì to break away from the pin by thermar activation at a rower
field than might otherwise be expected. HoweveF, the effect of thermal
activation on coercivity is, as seen in figure 4.13_1 , reìative.ry smail.
Some further type of measurement is therefore required to test its
va'idity and this is where magnetic after-effect p.rays a cruciar rore.

The viscosity parameter, S has been measured in this study. As
Yamada et ar ('tslo¡ have noted, S depends on the samp.re history. However,
the parameter (þn 

", 
as shown in figure 7.g.?-3, independent of

history and uniqu"'ro rn. effective field on the specimen. The values of, âE.tP, ïrom measurement have been compared with the carcurated varues in

176
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figures 7 -g-r-z to r .g.1-4. Despite the previousry noted inabi r ity to
measure after_effect at the predicted coercive field, it is clear that
the experimentar points extraporate toward the theoreticar varue.

Perhaps even better agreement may have been obtained if an
improved frequency factor was known. The value of exp(25) Hz which was
used, has been caTculated for a two dimensional case, whereas the
present study dears with a three dimensionar process.

9'3 variation of coercive Field and composition of the Material

hlhire decrining coercivities may be exp.rained by decreased
inhomogeneity thickness or the presence of more than one pair of wars
within the grain, the after effect measurements of chapter 7 show that
at measuring fields lower than the mean coercive field, the parameterrâEr *.:^^-
'lF', 

r'lses' Decreased thickness however, reads to a rower predicted
(ffi, and thus cannot account for this observation.

It is to be expected that rather than having a precise boundary
between the respective SmCo5 and Sm2Co17 regions, there is a jayer in
which they diffuse into each other, causing the effective difference
between their anisotropy constants to decrease.

Buschow and den Broeder (1973) have stated that a non_stoichio_
metric phase of the form smcos+¡ is the rikery form of primary phase in
the sintered al'loy' A study of the process of manufacture and the phase
diagram, described in chapter 2, show that the samarium_rich aì.loy
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smco5-¡ courd arso be present. such non-stoichiometric phases, as
Déportes et al (lgZO) have showri,produce disordering within the
lattice' which in turn, cause a,decrease in the crystalline anisotropy.

calcu'rations discussed in secti on 7.9 show that as the
anisotr:opy energies of the matrix and the inhomogeneity grow croser
together' coercivity fails, whit" trn€)r rises. This suggests that the
sintered material is indeed non-stoichiometric.

9.4 Summar.v

Recountíng the features of this study, the forl0wing concJusions
may be drawn.

(a) rr¡e ìarge coercivities of sintered smco5 permanent magnets
are the resuìt of pinning of domain wails at grain boundaries. The
pinning materiar may be the cobart-rich Sm2co17 phase. Liquid phase
sintering may promote the growth of the inter-grain phase. variations
in coercivity may be a result of non-stoichiometric material within the
magnet' A minimum thickness of the pinning site is required before the
walls can be trapped.

(b) Tr¡e so-cailed'nucreation'of reverse domaÍns is, in fact,
the splitting of a 3600 domain warì into two rg0o warls upon appìication
of the coercive field.

(c) n singie parabolic force model can describe the interaction
between the domain wail and the inhomogeneity. The war, which has been

i', : '

I . .,1.
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pinned, bows out and finaily breaks away as a resurt of thermar
acti vati on.

There are a few areas in which further improvement can be made.
(a) rne resurts of the electron microscope investigation into

the nature of the grain boundary inhomogeneity were inconcrusive.
(b) After-effect measurements could not be made at the predicted

coercive fierd of the materiar, forestailing direct comparison of
experiment with theory.

(c) n value of the frequency factor for.a three dimensional
system was not available.

Despite these drawbacks, the investigation may, on the whore, be
regarded as having been successful with satisfactory correlation between
theoretical prediction and experimental observation. The trends which
have been predicted are not restricted to the case of the sm2co1 , 

,,

inhomogeneity, which has been considered here in some detail, but remain 
i
I

valid for any pinníng site which has a rower wail energy than the Smco5 |

matrix.

::. : : : : : : :
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Calculation of the Spin Angle or frgm Eq. (+ .4-12\

-

.utline of the procedure and the Transformations

The expression for inhomogeneity thickness has been derived in
the form of the elliptic integral:

vrÍ
Y = 2az'2 / (rin2e - 2h2coso + c)-4 ao g.4_12)

01

The lower limit o, is required when y, à2, h2 âÍìd c are known.
To do this it is first necessary to use a prescription which has been
deveroped by Forrani and Minnaja (toos¡ which transforms the eììiptic
integraì of eq -(4.4-12) into an incomplete elriptic integraì of the
first kind. The procedure is detaired berow.

Let

r = (l + c + hz)% ,

and %

l(r*t,-l ) (r-h+t )lz * [{"rr,*r ¡"_ffi Z

h2 has been omitted)

t-

(The suffix '2, in

þtl-t ) (r-h-l
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The complete c integral of the first kind,

d¿

/l-fz;sînz'

can thus be evaluated.

An incomplete eiliptic integral of the
then generated as folJows:

first kÍnd, F(O,k) is

F(o,k) = + a2-z cy - F(å ,k)

where p is related to oi by the expression:

o1 = cos-'(fi*#o)

Since k is knowr,0 can be obtained and e1 is thus evaruated.
The varue of 01 whi:ch is obtained for the approprÍate inhomogeneity

thickness and field and the chosen constant C, is then used in eq.(4.4_14)
to obtain the corresponding vatue of 

f;E, . The above procedure is

;:o"r:.0 
for a range of varues of c and a series of e, and corresponding

¿oruulues are thus computed.

Series lg4ms of the Elliptic IntegraJ and Inverse

elìipti
T

, Ð =T
0

F(i

Since it was more convenient to perform the
computer, it was necessary to empìoy the folìowing
generation of the complete eltiptic integra r, f(T ,

calculatíons on a

aìgorithms for the

k) and the inverse,
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ó, of the incomplete elliptic integral F(O,k). These were obtained
from the work of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1965). The figures in
paranthesis against the equations are the'labers that they have assigned.

The comprete etiptic integral 0f the first kind,

F(Tr ,k) = * fi + | fc!-u]f rrn.,'\z ¿ ' nl¡LËj= -JL'nt ( B'ltz #1)

choosirìg lrrr = 45 gave resurts that compared extreme.ry weil with
tabulated va.lues.

The inverse of the incomp'rete erìiptic integrar of the first
ki nd,

þ = si'-'{ú*),T,+#l.inþrzn-rrffir 
(8.146 #t)

where

and

k' = (1_k2)'4

q = exp{-"it(ä{)1.,
Lr(i ,k) J'

It was found that setting M = 2ì gave satisfactory resurts.
L : :r.: :l
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